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Chapter 1: Introduction to “Ripples in Water” methodology, and its adaptation to 

MED EEA Coastal and Island Regions Context of YOUTHShare Project  
(Responsible Partner: FAFO-Activity 3.5.) 

 

1.1. The “Ripples in Water” (RiW) methodology for NEETs: A short Description  

All European countries struggle with unemployment and the lack of work integration. Although 

levels of unemployment may vary and labour markets may differ across European countries and 

regions, it is still a common experience for western countries that some groups find it harder to 

gain access to the labour market; that is: disabled people, young people and migrants. 

The dominant approach in modern activation policies, the so-called supply side activation 

approach, has been targeting jobseekers (Aksnes, Siri Yde, 2017; Aksnes & Olsvold, 2019; 

Frøyland, K. et al, 2019). Supply side activation is based on a problem understanding that 

unemployment is caused by individuals' lack of motivation and insufficient qualifications. Thus, 

the primary activation task has been to make jobseekers work-ready through measures such as 

education, training and job search assistance. A second strategy has been the so-called demand-

side activation approach (Aksnes, Siri Yde, 2017; Aksnes & Olsvold, 2019; Frøyland, K. et al, 2019). 

This targets the employers and their recruitment practices and personnel policies. Demand-side 

activation is based on the understanding that employers lack willingness to recruit vulnerable 

jobseekers, hence activation measures have concentrated on preparing employers to recruit by 

implementing anti-discrimination regulations, campaigns and persuasion. 

Figure 1.1: Traditional vs new activation strategies 

Traditional activation strategies                                           New activation strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Hege- Strand, An., 2019, Presentation on YOUTHShare’s Steering Group Meeting, Matera 

 

 

Supply side activation  

 targets jobseeker 

Demand-side activation  

 targets employer  

Compined Activation 

Targets employer and 

jobseeker 
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In Norway, as in the rest of Europe, there has been a growing realisation that traditional methods 

for work integration, such as: supply side and demand-side activation, are not able to solve the 

unemployment problem – the one related to youth and especially that related to the inactive 

ones. Thus, a search for new and innovative ways of how to succeed better in work integration 

has started. 

Nevertheless, a third approach is now paving its way in activation policies – combining the supply 

and demand side activation strategies – and thus having both jobseeker and employers as a 

target group. The idea behind this combined activation approach is problem understanding that 

the lack of work integration is based on insufficient information about and contact between the 

two parties – the unemployed and the employer. 

The Ripples in the Water project (RiW), owned and run by the Confederation of Norwegian 

Enterprise-NHO, started from Work and Inclusion Department of NHO in 2012, and is one 

activation programme that would be classified as a combined approach1. Confederation of 

Norwegian Enterprise – is an umbrella organisation consisting of 16 sectoral federations, 13 

regional offices and an office in Brussels (NHO Service, 2012). It is actually the largest organisation 

for employers and leading business lobbyist in Norway, with more than 26,000 member 

companies, ranging from small family businesses to multi-national corporations2. 

One branch of NHO is the Vocational Rehabilitation Companies (VRC). They provide vocational 

rehabilitation services to disadvantaged/disabled people who struggle to find work (amongst 

them young people or migrants). RiW employs the business network of NHO by linking 

unemployed people under vocational rehabilitation with companies in need of employees. Its 

main aim is to build bridges between companies and unemployed.  The programme emphasises 

socioeconomic benefits of integrating employees with reduced work capacity. The idea is that, 

on the one hand, companies can fulfil their labour needs with a successful fulfilment of their 

corporate social responsibility strategies at the same time. On the other hand, service providers 

can provide follow-up and coaching services for disadvantaged employees and increase the 

latter’s employability.  

 

Three main elements distinguish RiW from ‘traditional’ activation policies (Braathen & Lien, 2015; 

Aksnes & Olsvold, 2019). These are: 

a)  It starts with a ‘needs assessment’ of the place of employment to ensure that each 

recruitment process meets employers’ needs;  

 
1 There are other key examples of combined activation approaches, such as Supported Employment or 

Individual Placement and Support.  

2 https://www.nho.no/en/ 

https://www.nho.no/en/
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b) It has an organizational framework designed to improve the dialogue between vocational 

rehabilitation enterprises and employers and between enterprises for pre-qualification 

and recruitment process; and 

c) It has a follow-up process for employers during work-practice and employment (Hege- 

Strand, An., 2019).   

All these tasks are implemented by the Key Account Manager (KAM), another distinctive element 

of the RiW process. Key Account Managers (KAMs), whom NHO has employed, act as job agents 

or job brokers, and they are usually the joint between employers and vocational rehabilitation 

companies or the unemployed. 

Figure 1.2. The RiW methodological approach  

 

 

Source: ΝΗΟ (2012) Ripples in the Water Methodology 

 

 

 

A key feature of the process is the recruitment agreement. Both parties agree with a written 

agreement upon the base of the responsibility for companies, beneficiaries and KAMs as 

representative for NHO inclusion department. According to the agreement, candidates receive 

vocational training and counselling, coaching and follow up during the whole process.  

The results of the project so far have shown that the project does make a difference! In the 

evaluation report commissioned by the Norwegian Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs in 2017, 

the following were mentioned:  
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• They had been so far 54 agreements from business cooperation and NHO; 

• About 2060 companies had now signed recruitment agreements; 

• 1,500 people beneficiated of the project per year gets a paid job; and 

• The companies expressed satisfaction with the way how people had been employed 

(Ingeborg M.: 2020). 

This insinuates that the close follow-up services provided by the KAM does make a difference for 

employers, and that the likelihood of vulnerable people to find a job via a KAM increases.  

 

1.2. The role of KAMs and their responsibilities/tasks in YOUTHShare project  

 

Key Account Managers (KAMs) are the key feature of Ripples in the Water methodology. Their 

work is crucial, as they are able to recognise employers’ needs and help employers find the right 

person for the right job. As mentioned before, KAMs act as job agents or job brokers, and they 

are the joint between employers and vocational rehabilitation companies or, in the case of the 

YOUTHShare project, among the unemployed and disengaged NEETs. 

KAMs’ work is hard when following the RiW methodology in Norwegian labour activation policies.  

KAMs take on an “in between role”, providing support both to employers and to the 

unemployed. Thus, their responsibilities refer to: 

Α) Their role as a recruitment officer that: 

 Facilitates employers’ recruitment processes; and  

 Provides follow-up services to employers before, during and after recruitment processes 

of vulnerable jobseekers.  

B) Their role as career coach that:   

 Offers the unemployed clients coaching and career counselling support, revealing their 

hidden skills, identifying their interests and their training needs for upskilling; and  

 Match them with potential employers.  

Figure 1.3. The in-between role of KAM 

 

Employer KAM
VRC/ 

jobseeker
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Source:  Hege- Strand, An., 2019, Presentation on YOUTHShare’s Steering Group Meeting, Matera 

To handle this “in-between role” the Key Account Manager (KAM) is required to have specific 

competence and skills, such as: 

a) Good communication skills; 

b) Ability to listen;  

c) H/R management prior experience is an advantage;  

d) In-depth knowledge of local business life recruitment needs in the short and long term 

and the skills they demand; 

e) Good at sales, marketing and networking;  

f) Good at career coaching and counselling of disadvantaged groups; 

g) Good at planning and organising different tasks; 

h) Empathetic and understand the feelings of others; and s/he should be 

i) Able to speak in public and organise events.  

Summing up, the KAM should be able to provide individualized and empathetic support for 

jobseekers and have good communication and social skills and competence in systematically 

building and maintaining positive relationships between employers and the disengaged by 

understanding their needs. The KAM must follow up closely both the jobseeker and employers 

at the same time.  

 

 

Following the main idea underlying Ripples in the Water, i.e. focusing more on work and work-

opportunities and less on jobseekers’ health and personal problems, YOUTHShare has adapted it 

either to YOUTHShare activities and/or to MED EEA area local business characteristics and 

culture.  

A step by step methodology has been developed with the KAM’s role to be crucial to implement 

the key activities of YOUTHShare project, to achieve outputs and to contribute to successful 

outcomes of the project.  

Figure 1.4. The methodological adoption of RiW to YOUTHShare Activities 
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 Four KAMs for YOUTHShare project have been selected for each of the participating countries: 

Spain, Italy, Greece and Cyprus, after key skills, responsibilities and characteristics of both of RiW 

and the Supported Employment have been taken into consideration (EUSE, 2005, 2010).  

YOUTHShare KAMs will be trained to hold the following responsibilities: 

 Identifying, approaching and engaging NEETs living in the target region;  

 Organizing key awareness raising events/social media events;   

 Identifying and mapping relevant potential employers (primarily firms, NGOs, Social and 

Sharing Economy Enterprises) of the target region;  

 Creating a Database of YOUTHShare beneficiaries and potential employers at local, 

national and transnational level;  

 Providing tailored support and emotional encouragement to target groups;  

 Matching candidates (female/migrants) with the needs of potential employers for skilled 

labour force; 

 Organising and supporting training courses;  

 Acting as a mentor to employers by enabling them to relate their job vacancies to specific 

profile;  

 Supporting beneficiaries for signing the recruitment agreements between them and 

firms; and 

 Encouraging/supporting beneficiaries with trans-national mobility schemes, while 

selecting the trainees for mobility in partnership with employers following common 

agreed upon criteria. 
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ANNEX 1: Introduction to the Ripples in the Water /Training 

YOUTHShare’s Key Account Managers  
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Chapter 2: Strategies and tools to Outreach NEETs (female migrants) 

in MED EEA Coastal and Island Regions 

(Activity 3.1. Training Manual for KAM’s on NEETs’ identification, outreaching and selection) 
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Chapter 2: Strategies and tools to outreach NEETs (female migrants) within MED EEA Coastal 

and Island Regions Context (Responsible partner: NESC & UoA– Activity: 3.1 & 3.4) 

 

 

What the Chapter is for: This Chapter aims to provide concrete knowledge to all Key Account 

Managers (KAMs) in the partner’s country so to develop their national/local outreach strategy 

for NEETs. In addition, it provides tools and guidelines that they should be adjusted to each 

partner’s territorial mapping of NEETs’ characteristics delivered so by WP1 research team. Then, 

this knowledge could be transformed into concrete actions for KAM’s action plan. A template of 

KAM’s Action Plan has been developed, but any KAM should specify its own activities with specific 

outputs and tools so to identify, contact and engage YOUTHShare beneficiaries in his/her locality.  

How to use the Chapter: The Chapter is organized in two sections. The first one provides KAMs with 

relative basic knowledge of what an outreach strategy is and what the different steps and tools 

used for it are in different EU projects based on brief synopsis of a desk research done. The 

emphasis falls on relevant EU guidelines and guides and/or tools developed through different EU 

funded projects. This section also provides a list of up today annotated bibliography related to 

outreach concept and tools. If any KAM is eager to learn more, s/he can do it. Therefore, reading 

of the first section is quite optional, depending on KAMs’ willingness to enhance their knowledge 

and understand concepts and tools before embarking to any outreach strategy. The second 

section describes the YOUTHShare methodology, gives a template of activities and tools that any 

KAM should use for his/her outreach strategy with concrete outputs needed and evaluation 

indicators of any action s/he will perform in the local context.  
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Section A 

 

Mapping Existing Strategies and tools to Outreach and Engage NEETs in 

the EU 
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2A.1. Clarifying the concept of “outreach” 

There is not any commonly agreed definition of “outreach” youth work as it is still an evolving 

concept in the European youth employment policies (Santos-Brien, R., 2018; Corbanese V., Rosas 

G., 2017b). Even so, before any outreach strategy and related tools have developed for 

YOUTHShare project, a common understanding of the concept should be promoted among 

partners, especially to those who are responsible for reaching out the target groups.  

The Cambridge dictionary defines the word “outreach” as:  

“An effort to bring services or information to people where they live or spend time” or 

 “the process of an organization building relationships with people in order to advise them, 

for example about financial problems” (Cambridge Dictionary at 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/). 

 A key topic of the above definition is “people” and how they can be informed or advised most 

effectively either by building social relationships or by establishing closer relations with them 

(either through face to face interactions or through the internet).  

In European Youth Employment Policy, 

outreach youth work has gained a new 

impetus nowadays as an effort to get 

in touch with more and more 

youngsters that find themselves hit by 

the economic crisis. The outreach work 

usually refers to methods and tools to: 

• understand (map their profile, 

needs etc.);  

• come in touch; 

• inform; and 

• engage youth 

especially, those who are “hard to reach” in order to address youth unemployment and inactivity 

(Corbanese V., Rosas G., 2017a, pp. 5; European Commission, 2015). 

Both the concept and the methods related to it have become more and more diverse and more 

prominent during the economic crisis.              

 

 

 

          There is not any commonly agreed 
definition of outreach youth strategies. Some  
key features of existing outreach strategies have 
been identified (Santos-Brien, R. , 2018 pp.5) 

So, what is outreach? 

An effort to bring services or information about 
employability to inactive youth through 

partnerships or by forging closer trusting 
relationships with them. These tools and 

approaches differ among countries. (Santos-Brien, R., 
2018). 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
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2A. 2 Existing Mapping Strategies and tools to Outreach and Engage NEETs at the EU level  

 

Different studies in the EU or by International Labour Organization (ILO) have been trying to 

capture the principles, the methods and the tools used to reach out and engage the youth, 

especially the inactive ones (Corbanese V., Rosas G., 2017a, pp. 5; European Commission, 2015, 

2018). A lot of guides and tools have also been developed by EU institutions to point out that 

identifying and contacting NEETs are the most crucial steps in any youth employment program. 

Furthermore, NEETs is a heterogeneous group of people! They have various needs and encounter 

barriers and obstacles in their path towards employability, so tailor-made intervention measures 

are required to effectively re-engage them to the labour market (European Commission, 2018, 

pp. 6).  

According to the above studies, outreach activities vary across member states, taking different 

forms such as: 

a) Territorial Mapping of NEETs characteristics, understanding them by collecting, 

sharing data and tracking down NEETs by forming a collaboration with relevant 

stakeholders at local, regional and national level; 

b) Organising information and awareness-raise campaigns or events based on a 

concrete communication strategy; 

c) Identifying, approaching and engaging NEETs through different kind of 

interventions e.g. “grassroots level actions”, “street outreach work” and/or multi-agency 

and cross-sectoral work” (Santos-Brien, R., 2018, pp. 5); 

d) Implementing individualized or person-centred integration services out of 

standard settings in order to bring youth employment interventions closer to young 

people (i.e. to bring youth and employment services to schools, mobile outreach services 

or one-stop-shops); and 

e) Combining two or three or even more from the aforementioned practices.  

Corbanese & Rosas (2017b, pp. 5) have traced some common features of the youth outreaching 

approaches that are currently being developed in EU countries. These could be associated with 

a step by step methodology, thus developing an effective outreach strategy for NEETs. These 

steps refer mostly to: 

a) Identification of inactive NEETs; 

b) Contact and Engagement of NEETs; 

c) Individualized Support and tailor-made services to individual’s youth characteristics; and 

to 

d) Monitor and evaluate the different steps of Outreaching Strategy.  
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In a recent technical seminar of Youth Guarantee (YG) experts in 2018, the territorial mapping 

of NEETs’ characteristics was added as a first step for any outreach strategy; i.e. understanding 

NEETs by collecting data about them who they are, where they are, what their needs are etc. (EC, 

2018). Last but not least, information and awareness raising campaign with a well-structured and 

targeted communication strategy for inactive youth is very important and should usually 

accompany any such strategy.   

Figure 1 below presents a synthesis of the tools used in each step at different EU territorial 

settings, so that young people who are usually out of education, employment, and training can 

be reached out. 

Figure 1: Steps in Outreach Strategies for Young People Not in Employment, Education and Training -

NEETs based on different experiences 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Corbanese V. & Rosas G, 2017b, pp. 15; European Commission, 2018  

 

Some remarks could be made for these steps. First, the most important ones are those relating 

to the identification of NEETs and their engagement. This identification process varies according 

to the characteristics of the targeted group and the causes of youth inactiveness. This simply 

implies that in order for any effective outreach strategy to be developed a situational analysis 

based on the territorial mapping of characteristics and needs of youth should be preceded 

(Corbanese V. & Rosas G., 2017a). However, approaches to mapping and tracking down NEETs 

also vary considerably among EU Member States. On the one hand, this stems out for the work 

done from national administrative register systems. On the other hand, it relates to their ability 

or inability to exploit NEETs characteristics at the regional or local level. Obviously, focusing on 
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the regional/ local level where local organizations are close to young people and could enhance 

the mapping and tracking down process of NEETs’ population.  

At the EU level, there is also an acknowledgement that identifying the “learners at risk of leaving” 

just before leaving education is crucial to their youth employability. When one has already got 

the status of inactive or even the “early leaver” (i.e. those who have been out of education, 

training and work for a period of less of 4 months) one’s chances to be reengaged are less 

(Cedefop, 2016). If it is the case, then outreaching strategies are more crucial than ever.  

There are differences as to how contact and engage inactive youth. Usually, both face to face 

contact or virtual methods and tools, such as webpages or social media, have been used. In some 

cases, there is an assignment of the outreach work to social workers, youth workers or “outreach 

youth workers”3.  

One of the biggest challenges to engage young people is their lack of trust in public institutions 

and their previous negative experiences (Hvinden, B. et al., 2019). There is evidence that different 

EU states have established one-stop-shop services dedicated to young people run by different 

from the PES, organizations. This specific, separate site, for example, a one-stop-shop or a youth 

job or activation centre is a unique place! There, youngsters feel more comfortable to visit, 

discuss about their problems and talk with someone who could provide them tailor-made 

approach to be engaged with labour market (Corbanese V., Rosas G., 2017b; Hvinden,B., et al., 

2019; Arnkil, R., & Curth, A., 2016). 

When the youngster has been reached out, intervention could take many forms, such as follows:  

a) Conducting a holistic profiling of them and a CV development;  

b) Handling practical issues like PES’s registration, providing solutions to practical problems (as 

to how to open a bank account, get registered to national health systems); and 

c) Providing ‘formal’ referrals to professional counselling, psychological support and/or career 

guidance (Arnkil, R., & Curth, A., 2016). 

Currently, there is an effort to integrate both the supply and demand components of labour 

market and thus to develop an “integrated youth employment strategy” (Datta, N, et al., 2018) 

in order to address the following issues at the same time:  

a) What are the actual needs or hiring expectations of SMEs and/or Firms in a specific 

locality?  An answer to this question refers to one component of such strategy. 

b) What are the gaps and mismatches of youth skills of the same locality with job 

opportunities offering by the firm? This question refers to the second component. 

 
3 More than 50 job announcements are open daily about outreach workers just only in the UK 
(https://www.indeed.co.uk/Outreach-Youth-Worker-jobs). 

https://www.indeed.co.uk/Outreach-Youth-Worker-jobs
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An integrated youth employment strategy aims not only to align the relevant efforts to the above 

components but also to intentionally create synergies between them (Datta, N, et al, 2018; NHO 

Service, 2012; Bråthen, M. & Lien, L., 2015). 

Integration refers to: 

a) Aligning youth’s skills with those that are in demand either spatially or in different sectors;  

b) Beneficiaries’ training in the requirements of job roles of firms; and to   

c) Connecting all the relevant stakeholders with common portals or communication events and 

even more developing common and shared databases (Datta, N., et al., 2018, p. 63). Facilitating 

this process is considered to be crucial in handling youth unemployment. From the beginning, 

the assignment of all relevant actions to a Case Manager or a Key Account Manager is proposed 

as a key tool for outreach activities (Datta, N, et al, 2018; NHO Service, 2012; Bråthen, M. & Lien, 

L., 2015). 

Finally, soft skills are the key competencies for the decade of 2020, and they are likely to continue 

to increase as an important asset to get hired according to World Economic Forum (WEF) reports; 

see more in WeForum, Global Talent Trends Report, 2018. 

Overall, outreach methods may be varied across member states, and there may not be any legal 

arrangement for outreaching NEETs in most countries, but the EU and International organizations 

recognise their role in boosting youth employability.  
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SECTION B 

 

YOUTHShare Project Outreach Methodology and Tools 
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2B.1 YOUTHShare Outreach Methodology for NEETs and Firms  

 

Outreach is the only way to reach out to NEETs and firms and establish helpful links between 

them. Establishing meaningful relations will probably secure the effectiveness of YOUTHShare 

activities in the long run. However, outreaching NEETs and firms doesn’t happen by magic! It 

needs research, planning, hard work and commitment. It requires that one can develop strategic 

business skills, social skills, a bit of persuasiveness, and salesmanship principles. 

Key Account Managers (KAMs) are held responsible for outreaching activities, and they 

therefore should develop their own outreach strategy based on their skills, their knowledge and 

territorial mapping of NEETs and firms of their locality.  

KAMs should work for two different sets of customers: a) the NEETs; and b) the employer who 

will hire the NEET.  

The above requires unique and different skills, tools and concrete outreach strategy for both 

groups.  

Methodologically, any KAM should embrace the outreaching activities described in KAM’s Action 

Work Plan (see Annex 2A). But s/he should localize them to characteristics of their targeted 

identified subgroups of NEETs, local SMEs or social enterprises or cooperatives active in the field 

of social economy and/or sharing economy.  

Principally, any KAM should have a clear understanding of the YOUTHShare targeted groups, i.e. 

women and refugees or migrants, who are aged 25-29 years old, eligibility criteria, different 

subgroups of the targeted group and their characteristics before drafting his/her outreach 

strategy. Furthermore, a territorial mapping of NEETs and firms’ characteristics should also be 

based upon building a strong collaboration with local stakeholders.  

KAM’s Action Work Plan template provides a broadest range of outreaching activities, deriving 

from the best practice experiences throughout Europe. Still, this template is a guideline to:  

 a) Secure some kind of harmonisation of KAM’s work in all partner’s countries; and to 

b) Inspiring YOUTHShare KAMs to develop gradually a more profound and localised strategy for 

their outreaching strategy.  

Based on the idea of Supported Employment Organizations (EUSE: European Union of Supported 

Employment Toolkit, 2010) and the work of “job agents”, or the Norwegian demand-led 

approach called Ripples in the Water (RiW), this guide envisages to inspire KAMs for building 

more innovative ways to boost youth employability in their localities.  

 

More specifically, each KAM’s outreach methodology should aim to: 

 BUILD CLOSE RELATIONS with different relevant stakeholders per locality in order to 

identify the inactive and detached subgroups of NEETs, while, at the same time, endorsing 

innovative ways to communicate YOUTHShare activities in the locality (mapping of NEETs 

and awareness-raising events);  
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 REACH OUT to a number of young people who belong to the identified NEET subgroups; 

reach out to people around them or people who work with migrants or women (young 

migrants’ cultural mediator, nursery head masters, NGOs or woman associations e.c.t.); 

  IDENTIFY small, medium resilient firms in the targeted sectors so to understand their 

needs and learn about youth employability opportunities in them; 

 ENGAGE with NEETs and FIRMS through different and tailor-made ways of 

communication and be in touch with them by informing them about project activities and 

stages; and 

 MANAGE periodically the steps and tools used by different stakeholders so to outreach 

NEETs and Firms and constantly evaluate them so that their effectiveness can be 

improved.  

Logically, these aims will be fulfilled by various steps, during which different tools could be used 

based on the EU experience previously described.  

 

Diagram 2.1a.:  Step by step of the Outreach methodology for NEETs and SMEs per locality  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 2.1b.: Step by step of the Outreach methodology for SMEs per locality  
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A key core element of YOUTHShare outreach methodology is the endorsement of individualised 

service approach through hiring and training four different Key Account Managers to outreach 

both firms and NEETs.  These trained staff will be able to: 

a) Deliver effective action planning and regular monitoring of outreaching strategy;  

b) Identify NEETs through collaboration and relationships with stakeholders; 

c) Do profiling and make an in-depth assessment of NEETs’ strengths and weaknesses; and to 

d) Identify possible resilient employers, engage them to the project with empowerment-based 

approaches and draw on methods of win-win situations and learning; 

A detailed analysis with proposed tools for each step will be described in the following chapters 

(a different chapter for firms will be developed). Obviously, the first step that any KAM should 

elaborate is to understand targeted groups, i.e. YOUTHShare beneficiaries and increase his/her 

knowledge about local market. In order to do so, there is a need to study relevant YOUTHShare 

material and collect information and data from different stakeholders. So, YOUTHShare 

outreaching strategy will be based on a well-structured, tailor-made communication plan and 

awareness-raising activities so that a NEET Team multi-stakeholder collaboration can be 

developed in their locality.  

Awareness-raising activities will link different stakeholders (i.e. NGOs, Youth Clubs, refugees’ 

and migrants’ associations etc.), and KAMs could exchange knowledge, data and expertise with 

them. A first step to these collaborations is to organise focus groups sessions. Through them, key 

stakeholders could be reach out, and a mapping of NEETs’ needs from different perspectives 

could be made. Furthermore, KAM could with their help explore and analyse the business 

environment related to social and sharing economy; see more on KAM’s Action Work Plan 

template.  

1stStep:

Indentify 
Resilient/Firms 
analysis per sector 

2nd step:

Contact;  Inform; 
Building Relations 

Sales Pitch of 
YOUTHShare 
Activities

3rd step:

Assess their 
needs/Negotiate/ 
Signing 
Aggreements 

Managing Data of NEETs and SMEs/ Monitor/ Adapt /Evaluate Tools / 
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The Key outcome of these raising -awareness activities could be: 

a) A more thorough mapping of NEETs in each locality;  

b) Some signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with different number of stakeholders; 

and 

c) An identification of a pool of inactive and detached youth women and migrants.  

Overall, Key Account Managers should work as “effective system mediators and brokers to 

bridge the gap between employers and jobseekers” and thus build upon collective knowledge. 

 

2B.2. The targeted group of YOUTHShare Project  

One of the difficulties of any outreach strategies is to decide the target group. This could be all 

young people out of Employment, Education and /or Training or this could be further specified 

following the commonly agreed strategic goals of any project.  

In this project, the initial strategic aims to tackle youth unemployment in coastal and island 

regions of Mediterranean EEA by advancing young 

skills in trans-locally resilient agri-food production 

and pertinent circular economies.  

From its inception, the project aims to focus in a 

specific targeted group of youth, namely young 

people not in Employment, Education and/or 

Training-NEETs (YOUTHShare Final Proposal: 2017) 

aged from 25 up to 29 years old. YOUTHShare 

focus in this age group reflects some key research 

outcomes of the project. First and foremost, this 

the age group is less studied than the other ones. 

Second, youngsters of those groups are closer to 

the labour market and out of it as well! Finally, the 

NEET rate increases with age, especially for this age group in some regions in partner countries 

(Eurofound 2016:15; Emmanouil Ef. et al., 2019).  

Therefore, it is decided to focus on the age group of 25-29 years old as: 

 a) It is considered to be a highly relevant age to study the transition from the tertiary education 

to the labour market; and  

b) It is an age that has also been extremely affected by the economic crisis in MED EEA area 

(Salva-Mut et al., 2018). 

As the first objective of YOUTHShare KAM’s strategy has been to focus on these specific 

subgroups of the above age group taking into the account the heterogeneity and characteristics 

of the NEETs group in each member country as well as the impacts of refugee /migrants’ crisis on 

?  

NEET is a very loose umbrella term; Ιt 
simply stands for young people ‘Not in 
Employment, Education and/or 
Training’.  The NEET rate is calculated by 
“the share of NEETs divided by the total 
number of young people in the specific age 
group, by gender” (See more about the 

definition, the theory and the critique to the term 
in YOUTHShare’s Transnational Report, page: 12) 
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the MED EEA area in the last decade. The relevant research of WP 1 also points out to the 

relevance of the following groups: 

 

a) inactive “low-skilled” women between 25-29 years old one of the most 

vulnerable part of contemporary NEETs, especially when it comes to 

women of the residual social welfare systems of MED EEA area.  

b) migrants, preferably asylum-seekers and refugees (both men and women) of the 
same age that live in Detention Centres or not in the coastal and insular MED EEA areas.  

 

Who is a migrant? Who is a refugee? Who is an asylum seeker? 

 

Photo by https://www.iom.int/who-is-a-migrant 

Migrant – At the international level, no universally accepted definition for “migrant” exists. IOM states 
that this an umbrella term, “not defined under international law, reflecting the common lay 
understanding of a person who moves away from his or her place of usual residence, whether within a 
country or across an international border, temporarily or permanently, and for a variety of reasons”  

Source: ΙΟΜ (2019) Glossary for on Migration 
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/iml_34_glossary.pdf).  

‘Migration’ is often understood to imply a voluntary process, for example, one who crosses a border in 
search for better economic opportunities (worker migrants, international students etc.).  

Source: UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 'Refugees' and 'Migrants' - Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQs), 31 August 2018, available at: 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/56e81c0d4.html [accessed 11 February 2020] 

Immigrant – From the perspective of the country of arrival, a person who moves into a country other 
than that of his or her nationality or usual residence, so that the country of destination effectively 
becomes his or her new country of usual residence (usually refers to a more than 12month length time). 
Source: Adapted from United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Recommendations on 
Statistics of International Migration, Revision 1 (1998) p. 10 , the definition of “long-term migrants”. 

Asylum seeker–An individual who is seeking international protection. In countries with individualized 
procedures, an asylum seeker is someone whose claim has not yet been finally decided on by the 
country in which he or she has submitted it. Not every asylum seeker will ultimately be recognized as a 
refugee, but every recognized refugee is initially an asylum seeker. 

Source: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Master Glossary of Terms (2006). 

https://www.iom.int/who-is-a-migrant
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/iml_34_glossary.pdf
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Refugees:  are people outside their country of origin because of feared persecution, conflict, violence, or 
other circumstances that have seriously disturbed public order, and who, as a result, require ‘international 
protection’. Returning home is too dangerous for them; that’s why they need sanctuary elsewhere. The 
denial of asylum has potentially deadly consequences for them. 

Sources: UN General Assembly, New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants: resolution / adopted by 
the General Assembly, 3 October 2016, A/RES/71/1, available at: 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/57ceb74a4.html [accessed 11 February 2020] 

UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 'Refugees' and 'Migrants' - Frequently Asked Questions 
(FAQs), 31 August 2018, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/56e81c0d4.html [accessed 11 
February 2020] 

• YOUTHShare’s Targeted group 

 

 

 

 

 

Migrants & Refugees 

of both sexes  

Inactive/Women   
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 Eligibility Criterion for YOUTHShare beneficiaries’ training activities and examples of verification 

mechanisms 

In order to ensure that the beneficiaries registered to the project belong to the targeted group, 

any KAM should follow the list of the eligibility criteria described in the table below. However, 

these criteria are not so strict!  They may change a bit, and they are easy to verify by singing a 

letter of verification.  This is done in order to reduce 

administrative burden but at the same time to 

include into only the targeted verifiable beneficiaries 

the project.  

Furthermore, these eligibility criteria should be 

further clarified if it is needed nationally! KAM’s role 

is crucial though to ensure their consistency with key 

characteristics of the YOUTHShare targeted group 

and the firm’s expectations in the locality. For 

example, in a locality newly women graduates have 

higher unemployment rates than the ones graduated 

from high school, whereas the expected jobs 

opportunities of social and care economy will rise for 

them in the local job market. Overall, KAM should aim to find YOUTHShare beneficiaries who 

have the required background, the eligibility criteria, but mostly the interest and willingness to 

work in the specified sectors. 

 Table 2.1:  Eligibility Criteria for beneficiaries of YOUTHShare activities  

 

Criterion Description Examples of verification 

mechanisms  

Age Selected beneficiaries should be in the 

age of 25-29 years old.  

(i.e. this refers to the age of person when 

s/he enrols in the project. For example, a 

29- and 5-months women/migrant should 

be eligible to the project, as s/he has got 

the age limit when she has enrolled even 

if s/he does not fulfil the eligibility 

criterion when the training starts). 

National personal 

identification card; 

passport or other official 

government document 

Expression of Interest in 

NEETs document; see 

Annex A. 

Nationality  YOUTHShare targets: Expression of Interest in 

NEETs document; see 

Annex A. 
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A) migrants/refugees both men and 

women with emphasis to those 

living in Detention Centers  

B)  women of partner’s countries 

nationality and residence in the 

country  

Gender YOUTHShare programme targets women 

of 25-29 years old in each partner’s 

country nationality. 

Depending on their study of the eligible 

population, partners could give emphasis 

on women with family burdens or not; 

dropouts from tertiary education and so 

on. 

National personal 

identification card 

Student’s cards  

Results of Stakeholders 

events  

 

Employment 

Status  

1. Inactive NEETs: 

a. have received formal or non-formal 

education in training in four weeks 

preceding their enrolment in the 

project 

b. have not received any formal or non-

formal education or training.  

2. Unemployed (out of education 

and formal or non-formal training 

4 weeks before enrolment) 

a. without work during their week in 

registration in the project, but having 

searched for work and been 

registered in the PES. 

b. without work during their week in 

registration in the project, having 

searched for work but having yet to 

register in the PES. 

Emphasis should be fallen 

on people who are not 

registered to local PES. 

Expression of Interest in 

NEETs document; see 

Annex A. 

Educational 

Attainment  

Tertiary graduates  

High school graduates  

University dropouts  

Official degree and 

certification, or cross-

reference with 

administrative data 

available in relevant 

government 
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agencies (e.g. Ministry of 

education and other 

Ministries 

or agencies that provide 

official certifications) 

Geographic 

area 

Coastal/ island areas residents  

Residents in coastal regions  

 

Expression of Interest in 

NEETs document; see 

Annex A. 

 

 

Targeted Number of Beneficiaries per country 

 

According to the outputs of the project, the targeted NEETs for all the partner countries should 

be exactly 300 NEETs. One hundred and eighty (180) of the selected 300 NEETs should be 

matched with particular job posts for on the job training in firms, social enterprises and 

cooperatives, whereas 36 of the 180 NEETs (20%) will be participating in the trans-local mobility 

scheme. The required output numbers per country, as depicted in the proposal of the project 

and countries population, are presented below. 
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Diagram 2.1.: Specific outputs of YOUTHShare Project for training, on the job placement and 

mobility scheme.  

Italy

eligible for 
training  (300)

72 Job placement ( 
GAL+ ST+CMAB)

15  NEETs on 
mobility 

Spain  36 Job placement 
(AEII)

7 NEETs on 
mobility 

85  NEETs 

Greece 36 Job placement 
(NESC)

7 NEETs on 
mobility 

80  NEETs 

Cyprus   36 Job placement 
(ACS)

7 NEETs on 
mobility 

No more than 
50  NEETs 

Estimated  targeted No of  NEETs per country 

85 NEETs

eligible for on the 
job placement (180)

eligible for 
mobility 36

 
Still, any KAM should create a database for a number of interested young people higher than the 

one presented above. They ought to take into account the possibility of NEETs’ withdrawals 

during the different phases of YOUTH Share project implementing activities. In any case, it is 

helpful for the KAM to know the targeted numbers, before drafting his/her own action plan.  
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2B.3.Mapping the Characteristics of the targeted group  

 

As it is mentioned above, there are two distinct target groups of YOUTHShare project: 

 a) Young women 25-29 years old; and 

 b) Migrants/refugees, both men and women, who live in detention centres or not, in coastal 

areas of MED EEA Areas and present 

different characteristics and needs.  

In order to develop a successful outreach 

strategy, the characteristics of these 

target groups should be studied and 

elucidated, their key challenges and 

barriers to entering in labour market 

should be identified, and thus a number 

of tailor-made key actions of reaching 

out to and empowering them can be 

elaborated. The work of KAM (Key 

Account Manager) is crucial for those 

actions.  

A first step towards this end has already been done by the research carried out in WP1 of 

YOUTHShare Project (http://www.youthshare-project.org/about-the-research-centre/). It is 

crucial for KAMs to be aware of these results in their home country and be familiar with the 

causes of inactivity of young people and their attitudes towards employability pathways.  

Therefore, their first task is, by studying the WP1 deliverables, to be able to synthesize the key 

problems and barriers faced by inactive youth, especially for the YOUTHShare’s beneficiaries, in 

bullets in their home country. Above all, KAMs should be familiar with regional/local economy 

resilience, local barriers to unemployment and local labour market structure and must be able 

to identify a realistic overview and awareness of the youth inactivity by identifying the 

fundamental causes and their most important effects.  

Obviously, KAMs knowledge and experience can be enhanced when they collaborate with 

different stakeholders at the local level; see more of how KAMs can select stakeholders in the 

next s   

A vital participatory tool for doing so is the problem/solution tree analysis. Problem/solution 

tree analysis can build a shared sense of understanding, purpose and action at the local level. 

By elaborating a problem/solution tree analysis with key stakeholders, some of the causes of 

the problems can be elucidated. Through discussion innovative, participatory and tailor-made 

activities of how to handle youth inactivity of these specific subgroups of NEETs may develop. 

“Problem tree analysis is 

undertaken in a workshop setting, where a 
variety of stakeholders (8-12 people) are 
brought together to analyze the existing 
situation” … “The first task is to identify major 
problems, then the main causal relationships 
between them are visualized using a problem 
tree”. 

DFID, Tools for Development., 2002 London 
Department for International Development, 
pp. 3.1.) 

http://www.youthshare-project.org/about-the-research-centre/
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The main output of this exercise will be a tree-

shaped diagram. The trunk of the tree represents 

the focal problem, the roots represent its causes 

and the branches its effects; see more in Annex 

A. Such a problem tree diagram creates a logical 

hierarchy of causes and effects and visualises the 

links between them. Most importantly, it creates 

a summary picture of the existing negative 

situation and revises the mapping of YOUTHShare 

beneficiaries’ characteristics at the local level 

successfully (DFID, Tools for Development., 2002 

London Department for International 

Development, pp. 31.) 

Last but not least, through organised focus 

groups, KAMs should discuss and develop 

innovative solutions of how to engage the 

discouraged youth and how to match them with 

employers’ expectations. In the same group 

discussion, participants develop the solution 

tree. Reversing the negative statements that 

form the problem tree into positive statements is 

one easy way to define/discuss and propose 

solutions that are tailor-made for local youth 

inactivity. 

For that reason, each KAM should develop the 

following:  

-key material for organizing participatory focus 

group events; see Annex A; 

-a NEET’s (Social Enterprises) TEAM at the local 

level who will enable the KAM to outreach, 

empower and work with both with NEETs and 

firms; and 

- organizing formal and informal dialogue to 

increase NEETs’ employability at local level. 

 

 

Problem tree analysis 

HOW TO DO IT? 

Step 1:  Identify key existing problems 

and selecting one focal problem for 

NEETs’ inactivity for each subgroup  

Step 2: Identify the roots of this key 

problem  

Step 3: Identify the causes of this key 

problem and develop the problem 

tree.  

Step 4: Finalized your problem tree by 

asking in a plenary session to evaluate 

both the causes and consequences of 

the focal problem. You can copy the 

tree and circulated to the group. 

Step 5: Develop a solution tree by 

convincing anyone to think about 

solutions to the focal problem and 

how to solve it. Give emphasis on the 

key issue of how to engage 

discouraged youth and how to match 

them with the employers’ 

expectations. Reversing the negative 

statements that form the problem 

tree into positive statements is one 

way to define solutions easily.  

Sources: Hovland, I. (2005). Successful 
Communication: A Toolkit for Researchers and 

Civil Society Organizations. Overseas 
Development Institute (ODI). London, UK. 

Moriarty, P., Batchelor, C., Abd-Alhadi F. T., 
Laban, P. and Fahmy, H. (2007). The EMPOWERS 

Approach to Water Governance: Guidelines, 
Methods and Tools. InterIslamic Network on 

Water Resources Development 
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Tip: Organizing a Problem/ Solution tree analysis Focus Group  

Small focus groups could be organized by any KAM with no more than 8-10 people representing 

key stakeholders of the local area.  In order to be implemented the KAM is required to work as 

a moderator to develop a through structured dialogue of a problem/solution tree analysis, 

using a flip chart paper or large multicolour post–it.  

Attention:  An assistant moderator needs to take notes and photos. 

Through these organized focus groups, the KAM should assess and map NEETs’ needs in their 

locality, while identifying their key barriers to employability at the same time.  

To facilitate the dialogue during the focus group, the KAM should understand and present some 

key material.  For example, s/he could describe the different women subgroups of NEETs, present 

some of their key characteristics, classify them with different risk factors and assess their 

vulnerability. At the same time, the KAM should decide upon different ways of how to conduct a 

dialogue with the different groups.  

Table 2.2: Assessing key characteristics of women NEETs of 25-29 years of age, their 

vulnerability and its relevance for the YOUTHShare project to each partner’s country.  

Women 
NEET 
(25-29 
years 
old) 

Description 
/Key 
characteristics  

Classification of them 
by different  
Risk Factors 

Assessment of how 
vulnerable they are 
in your locality in 
relation to the aim 
of YOUTHShare 
project 

How to 
contact them? 

Disengaged: 
Not seeking 
work, 
discouraged 
(often not 
registered by 
PES) 

Low Education level 

☐ 

Divorced Families☐ 

Low Income ☐ 
 

High (as an 
example) 

i.e. through 
women’s 
association, 
through NGOs 
e.t.c. 

Unavailable: 
Young people 
with family 
responsibilities 
or sick or 
disabled 
people 

Low esteem☐ 

 Low income, ☐ 
higher educational 

level☐ 
 mismatch of skills 
with those required 
by the labour market 

☐ 

High  i.e. through 
parents’ 
associations, 
clubs of single 
moms, NGOs, 
youth clubs, 
municipalities 
relevant 
departments 

Conventionally 
unemployed: 

Parenting☐ Medium relevance 
to the project 

PES 
departments  
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Long-term or 
short-term 
unemployed 
seeking work 
(registered in 
PES) 

 Low educational 

level,☐ 
 e.t.c.  

Opportunity 
seekers: 
Seeking work 
or training, but 
holding out to 
see benefits 
and 
opportunities 

Low Education level 

☐ 

Divorced Families☐ 

Low Income ☐ 
 

Low Relevance to 
the project 

 

Voluntary 
NEETs: 
Engaged in self-
directed 
activities; for 
example, 
willing to be 
out of work for 
child care  

Low Education level 

☐ 

Divorced Families☐ 

Low Income ☐ 
 

Low Relevance to 
the project  

 

 

Another of YOUTHShare main targeted group is migrants, preferably asylum seekers and 

refugees at the same age range as women, especially those that live in Detention Centres in MED 

EEA area (YOUTHShare Proposal, pp. 55).  

The KAMs (key account Managers) must be able to understand the differences of the terms used 

in the project proposal and evaluate which of the subgroups are most valuable for YOUTHShare 

aim in their own locality. This task could be done with the experience of relevant stakeholders 

which they can identify the barriers/difficulties that these particular groups face and, thus, all 

together can develop a better outreach strategy.  

During the problem tree analysis workshop, a well-structured dialogue with key relevant local 

stakeholders should reveal some of the key vulnerability issues faced by the different 

subgroups of this population and, even more importantly, some ways as to how to reach out, 

contact, engage and inform them about the project.  

Table 2.3: Assessing key characteristics of Migrants/Refugees NEETs of 25-29 years age, their 

vulnerability and its relevance to the YOUTHShare project.  

NEET 
(25-29 
years 
old) 

Key 
characteristics  

Classification of 
them by different  

Risk Factors  

Assessment of how 
vulnerable they are in 
your locality in relation 
to the aim of 
YOUTHShare project 

How to contact 
them? 
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Migrants 
(women/men)   

Low Education level 

☐ 

Language skills ☐ 

Family burdens☐ 
Lack of information 

about PES ☐ 

High (as an example) i.e. Migrants 
associations,  
Church,  
Charitable 
organizations 

Refugees 
(women/men) 

Higher educational 

level  ☐ 

Language skills  ☐ 

Family burdens ☐ 
 

High (as an example) On spot visits to 
Detention camps 
NGOs 

 Asylum –Seekers  Higher educational 

level  ☐ 

Language skills  ☐ 

Family burdens ☐ 
 

High (as an example) On spot visits to 
Detention camps, 
NGOs 
 

 

Having decided upon and mapping the key characteristics of the targeted NEETs per country, the 

KAMs should be those who are responsible for drawing an outreach strategy for both NEETs and 

Firms. The project acknowledges the need for tailor-made policies to tackle youth vulnerability 

in Mediterranean area. Therefore, any KAM should be responsible for developing a tailor-made 

outreach strategy in each locality. However, this strategy should follow some common key steps 

and tools presented in the next paragraphs. 
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2.3. Steps and tools for YOUTHShare Outreach strategy for NEETs 

Each step is described based on the literature review of the previous section and selects the 

majority of tools presented there.  For each step, there is a common methodology for its 

description. Following this, in each one of them, its scope, its activities/tasks and related 

proposed tools and possible outputs/outcomes from it are presented.  While KAMs should work 

freely according to their experience, this section offers them some useful tips for carrying out 

each step.  

1st Step: Identification of inactive and detached Youth 

 

Scope:  To build closer relationships with local stakeholders so that data can be shared, and an 

increased number of inactive and detached women and migrants can be identified in our locality.  

Activities: 

Awareness-Raising Activities to network and build relationships with a number of carefully 

chosen local or regional stakeholders; see the analysis above of the awareness-raising campaign 

for mapping NEETs.  

Communication Activities with outreach messages to relevant stakeholders and formal/informal 

communication with them.   

Networking Activities: Establishing a local network to enhance (migrant) women’s employment 

at the local /regional level. 

Indicative Tasks: 

a) Conducting Stakeholder analysis for identifying stakeholders relevant to KAMs’ two different 

target groups, i.e. young women and migrants of both sexes.  This could be based on entirely 

distinct and different characteristics of their target groups in their area and the different number 

of more relevant stakeholders to know about them. This analysis produces a list of the following 

stakeholders and issues in their locality:  

 Stakeholders who know about women inactivity (NGOs, youth clubs, municipalities 

relevant departments, schools, church, women’s clubs, sports clubs, cultural clubs); and 
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 Stakeholders who know how to handle issues of migrants and refugees (i.e. NGOs, 

municipalities, immigrants’ associations, charitable organizations, cultural mediators, 

ethnic communities and associations, church). 

b) Organising informal meetings with all relevant stakeholders identified, and establishing 

constant communication and personal relations, especially with grassroots NGOs and cultural 

mediators. 

c) Organising participation events (i.e. focus groups) with social stakeholders, NGOs, youth 

clubs, local authorities, migrant’s associations and social enterprises. The methodology is 

described in the section above (about how to map NEETs). 

Outputs:  

Each KAM should mention in his/her own template of action work plan the envisaged numbers 

of tasks completed and should keep a diary for its actual work with comments.  

✓ No (Number) of events/visits organised  

✓ No of face to face meetings  

✓ No of online communication (e-mail, telephone, social media). 

Outcomes: 

NEET Team Multi-Stakeholder Collaboration  

No of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between stakeholders for attributing to 

the aims of the YOUTHShare project. 

 

 

 

 

  

Tip: 

Using the knowledge and data of Key organisations to identify inactive NEETs!!! 
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2nd Step: Contact; Engagement with NEETs 

 

Scope: To reach out to people close with inactive and disengaged women and migrants and 

contact personally with NEETs, be in touch and engage them via different and tailor-made ways 

of communication. 

Activities: 

Organising formal/informal meetings with people close to or work with our beneficiaries (young 

women and migrants both women and men) 

Street or Mobile worker activities to meet and get in touch personally with NEETs, talk with and 

engage them to YOUTHShare’ activities. 

Operation of the branch as open -offices for supporting and empowering NEETs 

Communication campaigns via different and tailor-made media to tackle NEETs. 

Indicative Tasks: 

a) Organizing motivational workshops or presentations per locality with teaching staff or 

members of the school community or church community groups, charitable groups, or members 

of NGOs working with our targeted group. 

b) Organizing formal /informal visits to detention camps, ethic associations, migrant’s groups or 

municipal departments working with migrants and refugees.  

c)  Contact grassroots NGOs for sharing databases and establishing links with cultural mediators  

d) Recruit NEETs as youth ambassadors and working relationships with cultural mediators. 

e) Work  as mobile or street worker for disseminating YOUTHShare (KAM alone or with selected 

by him/her youth ambassadors will perform street work for reaching out women and migrants 

by different methods and tools i.e. meeting them on women’s /youth’s clubs, establishing links 

with municipality’s unemployment’s offices or organizing dialogue cafés e.c.t). 

 

f) Organising awareness-raising campaigns in social media and online communication with the 

youth community, cultural/migrant’s communities. 

g) Operation of the branch as open-offices and organise in house training events for informing 

disengaged NEETs and empowering NEETs for YOUTHShare’s aims and activities. 
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Outputs:  

✓ No (Number) of motivational workshops organised in-house or in different stakeholders’ 

premises; 

✓ No of informal /formal visits done by KAMs; 

✓ No of youth ambassadors engaged;  

✓ No of spots visits taken places from mobile youth workers; 

✓ No of contacts with grassroots NGOs; and 

✓ No of communication campaigns organised. 

 

Outcomes (expected results from the tasks):  

No (Number) of shared databases between stakeholders; and  

No of interested NEETs in YOUTHShare’s Activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The first contact with a NEET can be: 
 via a stakeholder;  

 by a telephone call;  

 by e- mail; 

 in an event;  

 online by filling in an online form; 

 visiting our branch; 

 through a YOUTH Ambassador; and 

 by our stakeholders’ effort to inform their NEETs’ databases. 
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The KAM should realize that going out and reach the youth is not so straightforward and easy as 

it might seem. Reaching out, especially the disengaged NEETs, i.e. women and refugees, means 

that the KAM should choose the most appropriate way to communicate with them.  Using 

different means is a must!  

Stakeholders’ network and databases can be an advantage to this strategy as the power of ‘word 

of mouth’ and peer to peer recommendation can encourage young people to engage with 

YOUTHShare initially. The issue of data exchange and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

rules can easily be overcome if any NEET signs a standardised form. In this form, the NEETs 

explicitly express their interest in the project; see ANNEX B.  

This form could also collect some first data for the NEETs interested in the project (i.e. age, 

nationality, marital status, years in country if they are refugees or migrants, educational and 

employment status, interests in the activities of YOUTHShare). This form could be filled in in 

person or online depending on KAMs.  As all EU countries are obliged to handle GDPR rules and 

obey them, all KAMs should encourage NEETs to sign this form of interest as soon as possible.  

Through different actions that have been described above, KAMs should have a pool of interested 

contacts for the project. Creating a database of interested NEETs, which could be even larger 

than the numbers described above, should help KAMs to go on their work later on.  

But securing engagement is another task! This ultimately depends on a lot of factors mostly 

related to KAMs’ hard work from the beginning of their tenure: 

a)  Ability to provide meaningful and constant communication with the young person;  

b) Ability to make young people welcomed and valued;  

c) The quality offered to the young person from the activities of the project. 
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d) The language used to inform and persuade NEETs and people close to them; 

e) Ability to organise meetings and personal contacts with NEETs to gradually develop a trusting 

relationship; 

f) Be honest with NEETs about what you are going to offer them; 

g) Be more organisational and keep notes whenever you meet a NEET, summarise what has been 

said or agreed, evaluate the experience for your next meeting and what tools or language have 

helped you! 

h) There are no standard rules for your communication! Every NEET is a different person, so you 

always should adapt the methodology of how to reach him/her out.  

For the first contact:      

Use simple language! 

Be a good listener! 

Make sure that the NEET understands the information you provide! 

Summarize and repeat the information you got! 

Be flexible to organize a personal meeting with the NEET in an environment that 

best fits him/her. 
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3rd step: Individualised Approach-Empowerment / Selection 

 

Scope: To empower interested young people with an individualised approach and to select them 

to participate in YOUTHShare activities (1st coaching /counselling session of NEETs analysed in 

coaching guide in the chapter 4 of this manual.  

Activities: 

Coaching Activities for YOUTHShare beneficiaries. 

Creating Databases of YOUTHShare beneficiaries. 

Indicative Tasks: 

a) A KAM’s work as a personal coach for emotional encouragement of target groups through 

weekly communication with them, in-house training and group upskilling of soft skills;  

b) A KAM’s work as a career case manager for conducting holistic Vocational Profiling either face 

to face or through virtual communication. Web-based methods can be used, when it is 

considered that many young people can be quite resourceful in using the Internet or social media; 

and 

c) Creating Databases of YOUTHShare’s beneficiaries locally, nationally and transnationally (ICT 

enabled).  

Outputs: 

No (Number) of organized sessions for group upskilling and emotional encouragement of NEETs; 

No of hours of career guidance and case management for any NEET; 

No of Vocational profiles filled in by women and migrants per country and transnationally; and  

No of data collected and updated in regional, national and transnational databases. 

 

Outcomes: 

No (Number) of empowered NEETs with a Vocational Profile and job preferences.  

The Holistic Vocational Profiling of YOUTHShare  
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Vocational profile is a tool used by Supported Employment so that the best possible match 

between the job seeker needs and the requirements of employers can be secured (EUSE, 2005, 

2010)4. 

For the YOUTHShare project the Vocational profile was adapted. It took a more holistic approach 

trying to capture and reveal all social, emotional and organisational skills of the disadvantaged 

NEETs.  

Following the principles of EUSE toolkits, the process for Vocational profiling is organised as an 

ongoing collaborative process, building upon the relationship of KAMs with the interested NEETs 

in two phases. In the first phase, then KAM in an open, face to face dialogue will discuss about 

NEETs’ working experience, educational background, social skills and interests, trying to raise 

young people’s own awareness of their different intelligence, abilities and different employment 

pathways. A short profile of beneficiary develops through this open-hearted dialogue with the 

NEETs.  The NEETs can also fill in a more detailed vocational profile either online or by face to 

face dialogue, depending on their willingness and preference.  

 

The overall vocational profiling process and success depend on how KAMs reach out and work 

effectively as career coaches and counsellors for the interested NEETs. Chapter 4 of this Manual 

could be used as a guide for coaching and mentoring NEETs.  

The ultimate goal of this live, ongoing document should be with a vivid individual working action 

plan for any NEET and a basis for proposing them different pathways for training and on the 

job -training and matching with possible employers.  

  

 
4 The Vocational Profile is used in order to assist people with disabilities or disadvantage so that paid employment 

for collecting relevant information through a person-centred approach can be secured; see more in EUSE (2005): 
European Union for Supported Employment – Information Booklet and Quality Standards and in EUSE (2010), 
European Union of Supported Employment Toolkit. 
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ANNEX 2A 

 

 

 

Key Account Manager’s 
Work Plan Template  

Name of organization: 

Country:  

Name of Key Account Manager: 

 

(to be completed by the responsible Key Account Manager in 

each partner’s country) 
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1. Introduction  
 
Having in mind the budget and resources 

constraints, any KAM will develop his 

/her own action plan, and s/he will 

wisely adopt tools and methods 

described in Chapters 2 and 3 of the 

KAM’s Manual.  

This targeted intervention is 

based upon developing an innovative 

model for an integrated tailor-made 

intervention for women and 

refugees/migrants in each partner’s 

locality of YOUTHShare project. His/her 

work plan is based upon WP1 research 

done so far and reveals the steps 

employed towards a local/regional 

integrated employment intervention in 

outreaching, engaging and 

coaching/mentoring NEETs and 

Stakeholders in their locality. 

Any KAM of each partner’s 

countries following the ABCDE analysis 

model will develop his/her key 

objectives of his/her work, actual 

activities with specific outputs in each 

country and, finally, will evaluate the 

plan after the end of his/her tenure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A. Territorial Mapping of NEETs 

Situations Analysis for Diagnosis  

NEETs’ characteristics- Work by WP1 

Baseline Study of WP1 
Key issues identified for each 

country ‘s NEETs  

Components 

Objectives of the KAM’s work plan for 
outreaching, engaging, coaching and mentoring 

NEETs and Stakeholders 

Down to Specifics 

Activities, Timetable of Activities 

Evaluate 

Evaluation Plan  
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2. Synopsis of Diagnosis and Problem Analysis of YOUTH Share’s Beneficiaries in each 

country  
 

First of all, researchers of WP1 have 

identified that, despite the decline of 

the total youth unemployment rate 

in Mediterranean Countries, youth 

unemployment remains a high issue 

in all partners’ country, especially 

between young women and 

migrants or refugees. Furthermore, 

women and migrants of 25-29 years 

old, who are not in Education, 

Employment or Training (NEETs), 

are usually not registered in PES for a 

number of reasons (i.e. family 

burdens, health problems or/even 

lack of knowledge of how to do that 

or mistrust of official public 

employment services). Some of 

them are not only inactive in job-

seeking but rather they are living in 

the edges of the society. It is crucial 

for KAMs to be aware of the results 

of the baseline study in their country 

and the work done so far by WP1, 

and discuss about causes of young 

people’s inactivity and their 

attitudes towards employability 

pathways.  

KAMs play a crucial role as key 

persons to outreach/engage both 

NEETs and relevant stakeholders.  

A first task of their work could be to 

organize a focus group with a 

selected number of stakeholders in 

order to forge ties with them and 

reveal new ways of how to engage discouraged youth while, at the same time, to find ways of how to 

match successfully their employers’ needs with youth’s work expectations. 

Therefore, their first work is, after having studied the WP1 deliverables, to be able to synthesize the key 

problems and barriers faced by inactive youth in bullets in their home country, especially the 

YOUTHShare’s beneficiaries.  

Tip: Organizing a Problem/Solution tree analysis Focus Group  

The KAM could organize small focus with no more than 8-10 people, 
using a flip chart paper or large multicolor post –it notes to develop 

through structured dialogue a problem/solution tree analysis for 
integrated employment intervention. The dialogue should be guided and 

structured in the following steps. 

 Step 1: Define the core problem (Discuss about and agree upon key 
problems of youth inactivity in the locality. Select the focal one. This 

could be “trunk of the tree”). 

Step 2: Identify the problem (Identify the causes of the problem or the 
roots of the tree in your locality. Allow people to take time to discuss in 

pairs and created post-it notes). 

Step 3: Identify consequences of the problem (Place consequences 
above the core problem. These are the branches of the tree. Primary 

consequences should be directly above the core problem, with 
secondary consequences placed at the top of the tree). 

Step 4: Finalize your problem tree (Finalize your tree by asking to 
evaluate both the causes and consequences of the focal problem in a 
plenary session. You can copy the tree and circulate it to the group). 

Step 5: Develop a solution tree (Convince everyone to think about 
solutions to the focal problem. Give emphasis on the key problem of 
how to engage discouraged youth and how to match them with the 

employers’ expectations. Reversing the negative statements that form 
the problem tree into positive statements is one way to easily define 

solutions).  

Sources: Hovland, I. (2005). Successful Communication: A Toolkit for Researchers and Civil 
Society Organisations. Overseas Development Institute (ODI). London, UK. 

Moriarty, P., Batchelor, C., Abd-Alhadi F. T., Laban, P. and Fahmy, H. (2007). The EMPOWERS 
Approach to Water Governance: Guidelines, Methods and Tools. InterIslamic Network on Water 

Resources Development 
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Before organizing any event, KAMs must be able to understand regional/local economy resilience, local 

barriers to unemployment and local labor market structure and must be able to have a realistic overview 

on and become aware of the youth inactivity by identifying the fundamental causes and their most 

important effects. This work has already done by the researchers in WP1. However, stakeholders’ views 

can enhance this current knowledge. 

A key participatory tool for doing so is the problem/solution tree analysis. Problem/solution tree analysis 

can build a shared sense of understanding, purpose and action at the local level. By elaborating a 

problem/solution tree analysis that can be conducted by stakeholders in each partner’s country, some 

of the causes of the problems can be elucidated, thus leading to tailor-made activities for handling youth 

inactivity. 

The main output of the exercise is a tree-shaped diagram in which the trunk represents the focal problem, 

the roots represent its causes and the branches its effects. Such a problem tree diagram creates a logical 

hierarchy of causes and effects and visualizes the links between them. It creates a summary picture of the 

existing negative situation; see diagram 1. 

Last but not least, through the organized focus groups, KAMs should discuss and develop innovative 

solutions of how to engage the discouraged youth and how to match them with the employers’ 

expectations. This is also could be done by developing a territorial based solution tree. Reversing the 

negative statements that form the problem tree into positive statements is one easy way to define/discuss 

and propose tailor-made solutions to local youth inactivity. 

Each KAM should, therefore, in relevance with KAM’s training manual and do the following:  

-Develop key material for organizing participatory focus group events (i.e. assessment tools available in 

KAM’s manual Chapters 2 and 3); 

-Develop a NEET’s TEAM at a local level; and 

-Organize formal and informal dialogue for NEETs employability at a local level. 
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Diagram 1.: Problem Tree (To be further developed by each KAM-example) 

 

παρακολούθησης  
• Κατάρτισης 

συστήματος 
παρακολούθησης 
και αξιολόγησης  

αναθεώρηση  
Focal Problem Statement:  

Consequence 1:  

Consequence 2:  

Consequence 3:  

Consequence 4:  

Cause 1: 

Cause 2: 

Cause 3: 
Cause 4: 

Cause 5: 

Cause 3a: 

Note:  

Please takes lots of photos!  

The photos of the created 

problem tree are really 

welcomed for 

communication! 
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Diagram 2: Solution Tree (To be further developed by each KAM-example) 
(You can choose the diagram approach you like most for organizing the focus groups and creating innovative solutions to integrated youth 
interventions).  

 

Source: Health Promotion International, Volume 23, Issue 4, December 2008, Pages 345–353, https://doi.org/10.1093/heapro/dan027

παρακολούθησης  
• Κατάρτισης 

συστήματος 
παρακολούθησης 
και αξιολόγησης  

Note:  

Please, takes lots of photos!  

The photos of the created 

problem tree are really 

welcomed for communication 

of the project! 

Focal problem of youth 

inactivity in the locality 

https://doi.org/10.1093/heapro/dan027
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 3. Components of KAMs Action Plan  
 

Project priorities and goals are analytically described in the relevant documents of the project proposal 

and partnership agreement (PA). There, it is recognised the importance of Key Account Managers (ΚΑΜs) 

for the actual operation of the Trans-National Employment Centre & Social Economy Observatory in 

Greece, Cyprus, Italy and Spain. This centre, together with KAMs proposed actions, will offer a new 

innovative approach and genuine service to the NEETs/target groups that have never been as such across 

the Mediterranean EEA before.  

KAMs responsibilities, therefore, are described in KAMs Manual (Chapter One). There, it has been 

acknowledged that KAMs will be ones responsible for implementing the “Ripples in the water” 

methodology. The idea behind this methodology is to develop an integrated intervention in youth 

employment, focusing on work opportunities that are offered by targeted firms and matching them with 

jobseeker’s skills. So, s/he will take on an “in between role” providing support both to the employers and 

the disengaged youth. 

KAMs should specify and develop: a) the project’s goal and strategic objectives; b) their signed agreement 

about KAMs responsibilities; c) KAM’s Manual; and d) the results of the organised focus groups, a detailed 

work plan of how to formulate actions within their local context and territorial characteristics of both 

employers and jobseekers.  

This work plan will be their guiding document, enabling both the efficient realisation of their tasks and 

making the overall evaluation of their work more easy-going by the end of their term.  

Subsequently, any KAM following Table 1 below should develop a synopsis of his/her work Plan with 

concrete and detailed local objectives. These objectives should be measurable, attainable, realistic and 

bound to reasonable time limits (smart), and then related to its implementing activities, as described in 

the following Table.  
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Table 1: Synopsis of the KAM’s Work Plan 

Note: Please, check the consistency of strategic goals with your objectives and further develop your own 

local objectives for you own work plan. 

  

 Synopsis of Work Plan of the Key Account Manager 

Aim of the YOUTHShare Project  

The YOUTHShare project aims to reduce youth unemployment in coastal and island regions of 

Mediterranean EEA by advancing young NEETs skills in trans-locally resilient agri-food production and 

the pertinent circular economies. By boosting the potential of social entrepreneurship in those 

sectors through sharing economy by means of an integrated multi-scalar methodology and practice, 

the project will reduce economic disparities and increase social integration. 

Strategic Goals (Related to the KAM’s role) 

Strategic Goal 1: Increasing awareness and familiarizing the local stakeholders with the YOUTHShare’s 

initiative through continuous networking of all: public /private/ research institutes, social actors and 

NEETs; 

Strategic Goal 2: Promoting innovative tools and methods for outreaching and engaging of target     

groups (women and migrants) at the local/regional level;  

Strategic Goal 3: Promoting innovative tools and methods for reaching out and engaging small      

firms, social enterprises and sharing economy enterprises at local/regional level; 

Strategic Goal 4: Increasing target group ‘s awareness of Resilient sectors / Social and Sharing Economy 

potential in regard with the target group’s needs, skills and interests; and   

Strategic Goal 5:  Promoting innovative tools and methods for integrated employment intervention at 

the local level by matching focused sector needs with the working expectations of YOUTHShare 

targeted group (women and migrants). 

Objectives of the KAM’s Work Plan (to be further developed) 

 Identifying, consulting and motivating NEETs that belong to the 25-29 years old age group 

(women and migrants) 

 Outreaching, sharing information and increasing synergies between stakeholders at local level 
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4. Down to specifics: Activities, Outputs of the KAM’s Work Plan 
 

4.1. Activities, Outputs of the KAM’s Work Plan  
In this section, any KAM should select or reproduce if s/he desires the activities s/he will be fulfil during 
his/her term.  
 
Any KAM should implement all the following grouped activities: 
 

a) Communication and awareness raising activities; 
b) Outreaching /Engaging /Motivating NEETs and Firms;  
c) Coaching /Mentoring support for both NEETs and Firms;  
d) Managing Databases, following–up and evaluating tailor-made employment 

interventions either locally or transnationally.  
However, the KAM should pick out from the list below what s/he believes is the best suitable action for 
enabling youth employability in his/her territorial settings. Therefore, in the next section, the KAM’s 
proposed key activities described as such in the KAM’s Manual, they are now specified and described in 
detail for each locality with measurable outputs and outcomes.  
 

Note: The KAM should develop a work Plan of his/her work with concrete and detailed local outputs! Be 
careful that you may implement a different number of activities but you should implement at least one 
activity for the all above grouping!! 
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Table 3:  A Detailed KAM’s Work Plan    
 
 

Activities (Group of 

activities as an 

example) 

Description of Activity  

Outputs  
Outcomes 

Awareness-Raising 

Activities 

Networking Activities, 

linking Employment 

Center with 

authorities, business 

environment, NGOs 

and academics 

 

✓ Awareness-Raising/Networking 

events in municipalities, youth 

clubs, at universities, in detention 

centres. 

For example, Give a presentation 

to… …local women association … 

migrants campus group … 

students’ and faculty group. 

✓ Participating with fliers and 

brochures in job fairs or firm’s 

events. 

 

✓ Organising participation event 

(i.e. focus groups) and any other 

type of information meetings with 

social stakeholders, NGOs, youth 

clubs, local authorities, migrants’ 

associations and social 

enterprises 

 

Output indicators: 

✓ No (Number) of participatory 

Events organized (i.e. 2 is clearly 

stated in the proposal and is a key 

requirement). 

✓ To be further developed.  

NEET Team multi- stakeholder 

collaboration 

 

 

Outcome Indicators  

✓ No (Number) of Evaluation 

Reports with key proposals 

produced from networking 

activities stakeholders. 

✓ No of MoUs signed between 

stakeholders for collaborating.  
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Communication 

Activities 

Description of Activity  

Outputs  
Outcomes 

Communication 

activities for 

promoting the 

operation of 

National 

Employment Center 

(slogan, social 

media marketing 

and public relations 

activities) within 

their region  

Developing outreach messages for different  
Social Media Marketing (Facebook, instant messages to 
messenger, Instagram, Viber, YouTube). 
 
Promoting Transnational Employment Center through Display 
advertising.  
 
Feeding on regular basis of project’s news with milestones of 
Transnational Employment Center. 
 
Announcing Press Releases in local newspapers. 
 
Making Radio-Interviews about the role of the KAM. 
 
 
Output indicators: 
No (Number) of Posts on different social media.  

No of Press Releases. 

No of Interviews on local radio. 

 

% of 

identifying 

and 

contacting 

NEETs 

through 

social media 

campaign. 

 

% of 

identifying 

and 

contacting 

stakeholders  

Activities of 

Outreaching/Engag

ing and Motivating 

NEETs and Firms  

Description of Activity  

Outputs  
Outcomes 

Outreach/Contact & 

Engagement of 

NEETs and Firms 

 

 

 

 

Recruitment of NEETs as mobile youth ambassadors. 

The KAM’s mobile dissemination- (the KAM alone or with 

selected youth ambassadors by him/her will perform street 

work to reach out women and migrants, using different 

methods and tools; i.e. meeting them in women’s /youth’s 

clubs, establishing links with the offices of municipality 

unemployment or organizing dialogue cafés etc.). 

Info-Kiosks at various strategic points in order to meet and 

inform women and migrants. 

On spot visits refugee’s centres. 

Outcome 

/Indicators 

Developmen

t of a pool of 

national and 

transnational 

potential 

employers 

(database of 

stakeholders

). 
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Contact grassroots NGOs and find cultural mediators for 

migrants/refugees. 

Organization of informal meetings and visits to firms and co-

organization of social events with them. 

Motivational workshops in university premises, with school 

authorities or local authorities, which are organized to inform 

youth and firms. 

Full Operation of Transnational Employment Centre in national 

premises and contact with NEETs and firms Online, by phone, or 

text messaging. 

Apply the selection mechanism before the project is launched 

Output indicators: 

✓ No (Number) of informal visits done from mobile youth 

workers.  

✓ No of organised Info-Kiosks.  

✓ No of spots visits. 

✓ No of contacts with grassroots NGOs. 

✓ No of informal meetings to firms.  

✓ No of motivational workshops.  

✓ No of organised meetings organised in the centre. 

✓ No of organised motivational meetings in Trans-

Employment Centre.  

Developmen

t of a pool of 

NEETs 

interested in 

the project  

Pool of 

selected 

beneficiaries  

✓ Number 

of 

expressi

on of 

interest

ed 

NEETs 

templat

es 

signed 

✓ Number 

of 

expressi

on of 

intereste

d firms 

signed 

 

 

Coaching 
/Mentoring 
support to both 
NEETs and Firms 
activities 

Description of Activity/Outputs  Outcomes 

Coaching 
NEETs/Mentoring 
SMEs 

Organizing group or person centered coaching sessions in 

different cycles: 

 1st cycle coaching: assessing skills –profiling stage, 

refining or drafting their CVs based on the EUROPASS 

CV guidelines (http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en 

), getting familiarized with Europass skills passport 

Successful 

empowerme

nt of 

targeted 

groups 

http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en
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(https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/c

ompose).  

 2 cycle of coaching: Case Management Approach 

through an individualized support and emotional 

empowerment of selected beneficiaries.  

Actions for fulfilling the activity could be: 

a. Individual Actions Plan (formatted document 

template). 

b. A personal SWOT Analysis (formatted 

document template). 

c. Training NEETS with job’s interview 

techniques. 

d. Organising meetings with employers and 

NEETs. 

e. Matching SMEs needs with NEETs work 

expectations. 

f. Mentoring SMEs and NEETs for signing up 

agreements to on the «job training». 

g. Act as a liaison officer during on the job 

training cycle for both employers and job 

seekers. 

 3rd cycle of coaching: A set of actions will be carried 

out when the beneficiary has finished his/her 

contractual tenure for on the job training. These could 

be relating to: 

a. Updating his/her CV.  

b.  Updating their Individual Action Plan with new 

professional and educational goals.  

c. Preparing portfolio for key job interviews. 

d. Questionnaires evaluating the experience about 

on the job training from SMEs and NEETs. 

Output indicators: 

No (number) of organized sessions per cycle of coaching 

/mentoring. 

No of hours of coaching NEETs. 

No of formulated Individual Actions Plans. 

No of Conducted Personal SWOT Analysis.  

Successful 

completion 

of whole 

training 

cycles 

 

Successful 

matching of 

SMEs needs 

with NEETs 

 

 

Outcome 

indicators 

No (Number) 

of NEETs 

completed 

all training 

cycles. 

No of NEETs 

on the job 

training. 

 

No of NEETs 

on successful 

mobility 

placements. 

No of NEETs 

with work 

contracts. 

 

https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose
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No of coaching/mentoring hours with SMEs and NEETs. 

No of evaluating questionnaires completed for on the job 

training. 

Managing 

Databases, 

Monitoring 

Evaluating tailor-

made 

employment 

interventions 

either locally or 

??? 

Handling information/ databases/managing cases of 

stakeholders (i.e. local authorities, NGOs, Social economy 

enterprises, sharing economy enterprises, research).  

Handling information/ database /managing cases of inactive 

women and refugees. 

Composing an Evaluation Report for the outreaching strategy 

(4-6 pages per country). 

Composing an Evaluation Report for coaching/mentoring 

cycles (4-6 pages per country). 

Composing an Evaluation Report for on the job training and 

mobility (4-6 pages per country). 

Outcome Indicators 

✓ No (Number) of Databases produced and  

✓ No of Reports produced 

Sound and 

effective 

managing 

cases 

Outcome 

indicators 

No (number) 

of innovative 

solutions 

produced for 

managing 

cases 
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4.2. Detailed Timetable of the KAM’s Action Work Plan (to be further developed with concrete actions) 
 

Month/Activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Awareness Raising Activity                         

                         

Communication                         

                         

Outreaching/Engaging/Motivating                         

                         

Coaching/Mentoring                         

                         

Managing/Evaluating                          
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5. Evaluation  

To make sure that “KAMs’ work” proceeds as planned and fulfills all the scheduled milestones 
of the project, it is essential to organize from its start its evaluation! This could be done by 
reporting to national project managers on mid-term period and by the end of their tenure (on 
ongoing evaluation and final evaluation).  Reporting will be about:  

 The actual achievement of KAMs’ goals relating to specific measuring outcomes and 
outcomes indicators formulated by each KAM’s work plan. 

 The achievement of specific objectives with specific measuring outputs and outputs 
indicators by each KAM’s work plan.  

Final evaluation reports by each KAM will also be based on interviews being conducted with 
a key number of stakeholders and filled in evaluation questionnaires by the targeted groups.  
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ANNEX 2B 

Expression of Interest in YOUTHShare Project Activities 

PERSONAL DETAILS 
First Name:  

Family Name:  

Sex Female:          ☐                                         Male: ☐ 

Marital Status Single              ☐                                          Married: ☐   

Date of Birth:  

Address (Str., City, PC):  

Country:  

Phone No: Home:                                     Mobile Phone:  

E–mail:  

Nationality:  

Migrant/Refugee Yes                   ☐                              No  ☐ 

If you reply yes to the above, please, state how long you live in 

the host country: (months) 

0-3 months     ☐                 13-16 months ☐ 

4-6 months     ☐                 17-20months  ☐            

7-12 months   ☐                 >20months     ☐ 

Status of Employment  Unemployed   ☐                          Undeclared Worker ☐                

Employed    ☐    Part Time Employed  ☐ 

On training              ☐                         Student ☐  

Not looking for Job    Other ☐ 

Level of Education  Bachelor’s Degree ☐     High School Diploma ☐                            

Elementary School  ☐ 

Drop Out       ☐                      Other ☐ 

In which activities of YOUTHShare project are you interested in 

participating?  
Training in ICT Skills & Web-Based Economy ☐ 

Training in Social Economy ☐ 

Training in Resilient Sectors  ☐ 

Internship in your country  ☐ 

Mobility and internship in a partner’s country  ☐ 

How do you like to contact you? E-mail ☐ 

Phone: ☐ 

WhatsApp ☐ 

Viber ☐ 
  

☐I hereby agree to be informed about YOUTHShare Project Activities and its tasks. I hereby consent to the collection, use and 
processing of the above personal data, in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth by the relevant National Data 
Protection Authority for YOUTHShare Project Activities. In any case I reserve the rights to information, access and objection 
provided in accordance with the provisions of European Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR Regulation) on the Protection of Individuals 
with regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of such Data, as applicable, after the repeal of Directive 
95/46 / EC (General Data Protection Regulation). 
I also declare that I consent to the retention of my personal data for the purpose for which it was collected as well as for my 
future briefing by YOUTHShare activities. 
Date:                                                                                                       Signature:   
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Chapter 3: Engaging SMEs, Social and sharing economy 

Enterprises (potential Employers) in MED EEA Coastal and Island 

Regions 

(Activity 3.2 & 3.4) 

https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/business">Business vector created by stories 
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Chapter 3: Engaging SMEs, Social and sharing economy Enterprises (potential 

Employers)  

 

What the Chapter is for: This Chapter aims to provide concrete knowledge to all Key 

Account Managers (KAMs) in the partner’s country so to develop their national/local 

strategy for engaging potential employers to YOUTHShare Activities. In addition, it 

provides tools and guidelines that they should be adjusted to each partner’s territorial 

mapping of resilient firms’ characteristics identifying so by KAM’s research. Then, this 

knowledge could be transformed into concrete actions for KAM’s action plan. A 

generic template of KAM’s Action Plan has been developed, but any KAM should 

specify his/her own activities with specific outputs and tools so to identify, contact 

and engage YOUTHShare in his/her locality.  

How to use the Chapter: The Chapter is organized in two sections. The first one 

provides KAMs with relative concrete knowledge of key issues of business 

environment and how the Ripples in the Water approach can contribute to adoption 

of sustainable approach of business practises. The other section presents tools that 

describe the YOUTHShare methodology, gives a template of activities and tools that 

any KAM should use for his/her engaging strategy of employers especially the ones 

related to local, national or transnational resilient sectors.  
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3.1.  The role of Employers in sustainable youth Employment  
 

Today’s labour markets are undergoing fundamental changes and are becoming 

increasingly volatile. Many of these developments bring along new risks and 

requirements, not only for workers, jobseekers and public services, but also for 

employers – especially smaller ones. Among other things, they are challenged by a 

shrinking working-age population; changing characteristics of the workforce (e.g. 

proportion of migrants, attitudes to work, etc.); an increasing mismatch between the 

supply and demand of labour/skills (i.e. rising skills shortages and recruitment 

difficulties coexist with high unemployment and inactivity rates); the emergence of 

new forms of employment. When young excluded people start work, it is important 

that follow-up support is provided to ensure they are gradually building basic 

employability skills. Providing on-going support and training once young people are in 

work to help them retain their employment and secure on-going career progression is 

also important. This support will help ensure sustainable employment and the skills 

necessary to retain a job or re-enter the labour market if faced with a lay-off. The 

development of employability skills through workplace training opportunities is an 

important component of where NEETs receive health and safety training to help them 

build self-esteem and confidence. 

3.1.1 Direct action concerning skills development and training 

Employers and their organizations have a central role in the identification (and 

subsequent design and implementation) of the appropriate education, training and 

general skills requirements that economies need. Business has a clear interest in 

ensuring that education and training creates the skilled labour force they will need for 

the future. As key customers of the education and training system, business can help 

inform policy and practice across a variety of related issues. 

A great deal of efforts of employers worldwide have focused on equipping school 

leavers, first-time jobseekers and young unemployed with the technical skills and 

attitudes that are required from them to become more “employable” or “suitable” for 

the labour market.  Examples of interventions by employers in this area include: 

▪ Enterprises’ participation in training programmes and schemes in order to 
generate the skills required  

▪ Establishment of a partnership arrangements in order to enhance the 
relevance of education and easing young people transition to work  
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3.1.2. Direct actions concerning job creation 

Private sector growth is a key engine of job creation and ad hoc measures are required 
to enable employers to create jobs for young people on a sustainable basis: 

▪ Job facilitation and placement schemes to match young jobseekers with job 
offers from companies (e.g. a job bank by an organization) 

▪ Use of government programmes and incentives to create new jobs for young 
people (e.g. a Fund) 

▪ Mentoring of young entrepreneurs and business start-up assistance    
▪ Establishment of young entrepreneurs’ networks or support to ease access to 

enterprise networks 

 

Work, decent work conditions, inclusion and zero exclusion at labour markets are part 

of the UN sustainability work for Agenda 2030.  

Many enterprises have their own sustainable goals, green deals, recycling schemes 

and so on. Ripples in the water is also an oportunity for enterprises to enhance their 

efforts on sustainable development having work inclusion as a part of their plan for 

social sustainability. This is happening, not by replacing actual social interventions, but 

by implementing both those interventions and the socially sustainable development 

in the framework of responsible enterpreunership. KAMs could explain more of how 

YOUTHShare project can establish itself as the plan for social sustainability in their 

region (Ingelbord, M. 2020).  
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3.2 Methodology for Engaging firms in YOUTHShare Project based on the RiW 
methodology  
 

Engagement of Employers is very important:  

• Engaging with employers helps to prepare and inspire young people for the fast-
changing world of work. 

• If students are motivated and engaged about their future, this can lead to 
increased attendance and participation.  

• Helping students explore the possible jobs and pathways for them can also lead 
to positive destinations. 

 

Based on RiW methodology, identifying potential employers in every locality is 
strenuous work! KAMs should be devoted to that end and organise their actions in 
different steps with the final target being a position of internship and preferable a job 
position for a YOUTHShare beneficiary.  

KAMs main aims should be to: 

• Promote the attractiveness and value of jobs in “shortage” as future careers (e.g. in 
green economy or ICT), where relevant, awareness-raising campaigns, open days, 
“taster” opportunities, initiatives between social partners 

• Restore the bad perception existing for a sector or for a particular occupation by 
ensuring that health and safety regulations are respected.  

• Take part in the design, monitoring, evaluation and review of measures 
implemented to monitor their effectiveness and value for money, in light of their 
performance in activating the young unemployed.  

• Achieve a lifelong learning culture by informing and advising their members.  

• Enhance the cooperation between human resource managers, private and public 
employment services, educational institutions, social counsellors, employers’ and 
workers’ representatives and external/internal coaches and/or mentors.  

• Cooperate with authorities and education or training institutions to provide young 
people with targeted information on available career opportunities and skills needs 
on labour markets, and on apprentices’, trainees’ and workers’ rights and 
responsibilities. 
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3.3. Steps and tools for YOUTHShare engage strategy for Firms 

KAMs should work from their locality to elaborate on the following steps for engaging 

potential employers. For each step, there is a common methodology and a 

description. KAMs should work freely according to their experience. This section offers 

them only some useful tips for carrying out each step.  

Diagram 3.1.: Step by step methodology of the Outreach/Engage potential employers per 

locality  

 

 
 

 

1st Step: Identification of resilient firms locally and globally  

 

Scope: Identify resilient firms locally and globally  

Activities: Conducting a research about firms and companies concerned about 

sustainability and inclusive goals and create a database of them locally and regionally. 

This database may include data about the total number of employed people and their 

annual growth.  

Indicative Tasks: 

a) Desk research on employers’ organisations   

b) sharing data with key stakeholders  

1stStep:

Indentify 
Resilient/Firms 
analysis per sector 

2nd step:

Contact;  Inform; 
Building Relations 

Sales Pitch of 
YOUTHShare 
Activities

3rd step:

Assess their 
needs/Negotiate/ 
Signing 
Aggreements 

Managing Data of NEETs and SMEs/ Monitor/ Adapt /Evaluate Tools / 
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Outputs:  

Database of resilient firms per country  

Outcomes: 

Increased knowledge about employers needs and concerns in resilient sectors of 

MED EEA Area.  

 

2nd Step: Contact, Inform, Build Relationships with Firms  

 

 

Scope: Inform employers about YOUTShare’s targets and build strong relationships 

with them 

Activities:  

Organising formal/informal meetings  

Open doors for the employer’s policy of the branch  

Communication campaigns via different and tailor-made media to tackle firms’ needs. 

Indicative Tasks: 

a) Organizing presentations to employers’ associations 

b) Organizing formal /informal visits to employers 

c) Organising awareness-raising campaigns in social media and online communication  

d) Operation of the branch as open-offices and organise in house training events 

/virtual fairs for employers 

Outputs:  

✓ No (Number) of expression interests signed by employers 

 

✓ Outcomes:  

No of interested firms to the aims of the YOUTHShare project. 
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Identify the different type of employer and use your time efficiently! 

Not every employer is worth your KAM- time and attention.  

Use your resources where they bring results.  

 

 

 

See more on: Bredgaard,T.,&Salado-Rasmussen,J.Attitudes and behaviour of employers to recruiting 

persons with Disabilities. ALTER,European Journal of Disability Research 

(2020),https://doi.org/10.1016/j.alter.2020.04.004 

 

3rd Step:  Assess their needs/Negotiate/ Signing Agreements  
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Annex 3.A  
 

Expression of Interest to participate in YOUTHShare Activities -Enterprises 

Name:   

Headquarters Address 
(including city, state, 
zip) 

 

Website:  

Representative of the 
company 

Name:                                                     
Title:  

Telephone:  
e-mail:  

Company Status:  Social Enterprise  ☐        NGO      ☐      Sharing Platform ☐ 

 Cooperative   ☐      Other  ☐       

Number of Employees:  

Company Activity(ies):  Agriculture, forestry and fishing ☐ 
Construction                                                                                   ☐ 

Water supply; waste management and recycling ☐ 

Wholesale of household goods ☐ 

Retail trade and repair ☐ 

Hotel and Accommodation ☐ 

Restaurant Bars and Catering Services ☐ 

Transport ☐ 

Tourism/Travel Agencies ☐ 

Real estate, renting and leasing ☐       
Professional, scientific and technical activities ☐ 

Business Services ☐ 

Financial and Insurance Sector ☐ 

Arts, entertainment and recreation                                             ☐ 

Other services activities ☐ 

   Please specify:                                        

Please describe the 
impact of COVID2019 
to your enterprise  

 

I want to receive the 
news from 
YOUTHShare project. 

Yes            ☐                                     No    ☐ 

  

 

Date:                                                                                                       Signature:  
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Chapter 4: Coaching/Skills Utilisation/Mentoring and Job Matching of NEETs 

(female/migrants) within the Context of MED EEA Coastal and Island Regions - FIRST 

DRAFT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/handwriting/images/coach.jpg 
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Chapter 4: Coaching/Skills Utilisation/Mentoring and Job Matching of NEETs 

(female/migrants) within the Context of MED EEA Coastal and Island Regions 

 

What the Chapter is about: This Chapter aims to provide concrete knowledge to all Key 

Account Managers (KAMs) in the partner’s country of how to conduct coaching 

sessions with both beneficiaries and employers. It provides specific tools and 

guidelines that they should be adjusted to each partner’s territorial characteristics and 

culture. All these tools are related to specific tasks that KAMs should deliver by 

following their action work plan.  

How to use the Chapter: The Chapter is organized in two parts. The first one provides 

KAMs with step by step methodology of how to coach by describing aims, methods, 

tools used and the expected from them deliverables. The second part consists of the 

annexes to each cycle and stage of coaching/counselling and mentoring with 

templates that are produced by YOUTHShare’s partners in order to harmonise and 

monitor KAMs’ work.  
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4.1. Introduction  

There is actually an enormous variability in terms about the profile of a counsellor or 

its distinction with that of a coach. Depending on their own educational and life 

background and experience, KAMs will actually work more as a coach than as a 

counsellor; you can learn more about this debate on Garvey, B., 2004.  

Based on the idea of the RiW methodology, KAMs’ main aim is to “enhance the existing 

capabilities of NEETs”. Their action is rather based on a person-centred and empower-

focused approach, with ultimate goal to match effectively the YOUTHShare’s 

jobseeker with a potential employer.  

Their effectiveness depends on their ability to establish a trustful relationship and a 

dynamic ongoing interaction of the person coached. This guide will support them to 

develop a harmonised systematic approach to coaching sessions, which will be then 

enriched by their personality and experience in handling locally their NEETs. 

Furthermore, based on the idea of RiW methodology, KAMs are called to develop a 

dual role:  

a) To act as career coach, provide individualised support to beneficiaries 

(women/migrants), profile them and match them with potential employers; and 

b) To act as a mentor or knowledge broker to employers by facilitating them to meet 

their job vacancies with specific profile of a young people listed in the YOUTHShare 

database.  

The work of a KAM can be very intense and demanding! 

 4.1.2. Acting as an effective career coach 

for YOUTHShare NEETs  

The relationship between the coach and the 

NEET should be an ongoing learning 

experience. It will probably take KAMs a lot 

of time and effort. It may present setbacks, 

blow hot and cold feelings, disappointments 

and joy!  

However, understanding these “ripples of 

your experience” must motivate you to try even harder in order to offer 

socioemotional empowerment to YOUTHShare beneficiaries’ needs and match them 

with what a potential employer wants. (Nora Gikopoulou, 2008).  
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There are tips for effective career coaching (see more in NHS Leadership Centre 

(2005), Literature Review: a coaching effectiveness summary) that you as a KAM 

should apply.  

Just to mention a few: 

 Active listening;  

 A non-judgemental approach; 

 Respect for confidentiality and professional boundaries; 

 Resilience, patience and humility; 

 A genuine interest in the other person;  

 Employment of any communication skills you may have; 

 Understanding and acknowledgement of you own limits; and  

 Ability to handle time and stress management. 

But the most important is to:  

“ESTABLISH WHAT IS EXPECTED BETWEEN THE COACH AND COACHEE EXACTLY 

FROM THE BEGINNING” & “DEFINE THE BOUNDARIES OF THE COACHING 

RELATIONSHIP”- COACHING “CONTRACT” 

4.1.3. Acting as an effective Mentor or a “knowledge broker” for potential employers  

KAMs are asked to work not only as career coach, something they already had 

experience in! They asked to take on a different role for engaging employers in 

vocational rehabilitation, building trust and bridges with them. According to RiW 

methodology KAMs are asked to act as “Knowledge brokers”!  

Actually, in a research work done by the Oslo University about KAMs’ role, it has been 

strongly argued that, during the RiW process, KAMs worked as knowledge brokers 

between the vocational rehabilitation centre and the labour market and not as sales 

agents or mentors (Aksnes, Siri Yde, Olsvold, Nina, 2019). 

https://www.oslomet.no/om/ansatt/siriyd/
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But what actually do we mean with “knowledge broker”?  

The term is used to describe an intermediary either an organization or a person that 

aims to develop relationships and networks with, among, and between producers and 

users of knowledge by providing linkages, knowledge sources, and, in some cases, 

knowledge itself, to organizations/people in these networks. Therefore, the key 

feature is to facilitate knowledge sharing between and among stakeholders 

(Hargadon, A., 1998).  

Job councillors have knowledge of the needs and the characteristics of the 

disadvantaged group and possess competences and skills in how to conduct 

individualised and empathetic support of them. 

But following the RiW methodology, they need to enhance their competences so to 

thoroughly understand and build relationships with the market as well; i.e. employers. 

Their task is somehow different for what they actually used to do!  

Seminar of KAMs from FAFO and NHO 
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They should target job providers and job-seekers at the 

same time, establish successful job matching, taking into 

account what both sides desire! Therefore, they should 

take up the role of career coach, as described earlier, in 

order to empower NEETs, but they should:  

a) Study and enhance their knowledge of local labour 

market and entrepreneurship;  

b) Also develop a common language with employers, 

based on their knowledge of market and their 

experience; and they should  

c) Be in contact with employers all the time, providing 

solutions to their Human & Resources Management 

problems, thus building a trusting and long-lasting 

relationships with them; i.e. KAMs in YOUTHShare act as 

knowledge brokers. They know both parties’ needs, bring 

them together and promote reciprocity.   

The KAM should be the personal manager for both the 

employer and the employee, get the information about 

them and match them, train them, develop their 

mindset, keep training them and maintain a close 

network of employers and industries.  

More particularly, KAMs’ role in YOUTHShare is to:  

 Promote YOUTHShare activities to 

employers/NGOs/ social cooperatives and social 

enterprises; 

 Recruit Employers and engage them with 

YOUTHShare scope;  

 Identify firm’s vacancies and recruitment needs 

that can be related to NEETs’ profile; 

 Interview and assess a NEET as a potential 

candidate for matching him/her with an employer; and 

 Initiate and coordinate the recruitment 

processes for the on the job placement.  

Write things down 

after each meeting or 

session! 

Adopt an ongoing 

routine for Meetings 

and sessions with 

NEETs and 

Employers! 

 

Follow up your 

agreements/decisions 

with NEETs and 

firms! 

 

Communicate the 

impact you made on 

people’s life or 

companies success 

stories! 

 

Evaluate  

yourself!! 

TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE 

KAMs’ MEETINGS AND 
SESSIONS 
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According to the experience of RiW methodology, there are some key features of a 

successful Key Account Manager, such as how to:  

a) Build lasting on-going relationships 

through constant communication with 

employers; 

b) Negotiate constantly with employers by 

understanding their actual needs and 

sharing knowledge with them; 

c) Maintain the relationship after the period 

of the job match; 

d) Be available to employers and schedule 

meetings with them;  

e) Be able to listen to their needs! By 

listening to them, you could learn what are their actual problems and needs;  

f) Be able to circulate information to both ends so to create a jobmatch; and 

g) Be organised and provide useful feedback to employers.  
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4.2. Stages and tools of Coaching and Skills Utilisation of NEETs in the YOUTHShare 

Project 
 

KAMs will engage into different coaching sessions with different aims in each one of 

them. 

This guide gives them a template of action to harmonise purposes and support them 

with different coaching tools. However, each KAM can enhance this guide through 

her/his knowledge of and experience in tackling more effectively locally specific 

barriers of their NEETs.   

So, each KAM should organise: 

a) Group (team coaching if s/he thinks is preferable, i.e. in the end of project); 

or/and b) person-centred (most preferably in the beginning of coaching) coaching 

sessions in different time periods.  

More specifically,  

 1st cycle coaching to assess skills of their beneficiaries based on a holistic 

profiling where NEETs and the KAM refine or draft their CVs based on the 

EUROPASS CV guidelines (http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en ), get 

familiarised with Europass skills passport 

(https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose) and 

empower them to capture their different skills and abilities.  

 2 cycle of coaching: Case Management Approach through an individualised 

support and emotional empowerment of the beneficiaries in which their 

Individual Action Plan is drafted for all beneficiaries! At the same time, 

matching with potential employers should take place in relation to 

beneficiary’s training performance and willingness to participate in mobility! 

 3rd cycle of coaching: A set of actions will be carried out when the beneficiary 

has finished his/her contractual tenure for on the job training if s/he has 

participated or when s/he finishes the training. These could be relating to: 

e. Updating their CVs;  

f.  Updating their Individual Action Plan with new professional and 

educational goals;  

g. Preparing portfolio for key job interviews; and 

h. Assessing questionnaires about the experience in the job training from 

SMEs and NEETs. 

 

  

http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose
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4.3 1st Cycle of coaching: Assessing skills – Holistic profiling stage for YOUTHShare 

Beneficiaries  

 

The 1st stage of career coaching phase is particularly important. It is really related to 

the outreaching strategy described in the previous sub-section.  

During this stage, KAMs should try hard to motivate young people, talk with them and 

collect their most significant personal and professional data of the project’s 

beneficiaries! At the same time, their expectations are identified and are officially 

registered to each countries database. Especially for youngsters with migrant 

background, these first meetings should be dedicated to build a trusting relationship. 

There are a lot of useful coaching methods for doing so; see more about them in 

Manual Inception3, ERASMUS+ Inceptions Project available at: http://inception-

training.org).  It is highly recommended to KAMs to use two of them. The first is about 

language coaching (http://inception-training.org/2019/03/18/language-coaching/),  

whereas the second is a solution-walk (http://inception-

training.org/2019/04/30/solution-walk/). Similar to solution-walk method is the 

personal timeline proposed by a KAM in YOUTHShare training activities.  

Simply, at this stage which takes one or more sessions depending on beneficiary’s 

time, a KAM will: 

a) Trace/Assess the participants’ professional skills and knowledge gaps with 

different tools;  

b) Refine or draft their CVs based on the EUROPASS CV guidelines 

(http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en ); 

c) Getting familiarised with Europass skills passport 

(https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose); and  

d) Develop the Short or/and Extended Holistic Vocational Profile of their 

beneficiaries.  

Given that in many occasions the beneficiaries in career coaching schemes express 

several and different expectations from the process, it is important for them to 

understand there is a collaborative endeavour at this stage. They should also 

understand that it is very important to actively participate in every session.   

http://inception-training.org/
http://inception-training.org/
http://inception-training.org/2019/03/18/language-coaching/
http://inception-training.org/2019/04/30/solution-walk/
http://inception-training.org/2019/04/30/solution-walk/
http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/editors/en/cv/compose
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This 1st stage aims at the official introduction of each beneficiary to the project’s 

activities, his/her relationship to the Key Account Manager (KAM) and his/her 

familiarisation with the career coaching objectives. In addition, s/he will be able to 

understand the next phases of the project as well as the detailed recording of their 

personal and professional data. 

During this stage, only personal meetings of KAMs with beneficiaries are allowed to 

take place due to the fact that KAMs must pursue the establishment of a relationship 

of trust with them that is not likely to be established in group meetings.  

It is recommended that the Key Account Managers (KAMs) adopt the following 

conversation structure in order to identify the beneficiaries’ personality features, 

professional experience and professional goals: 

- Introductory conversation: ice-breaking, welcoming and short presentation of 

the KAM profile and his/her role in the whole process; ideas of ice breaking 

activities are available at https://elearning.youthshare-project.org. 

- Provision of information to the beneficiaries about the project and its activities 

- Conversation about the beneficiaries’ background and history (education and 

training, professional experience, interests, achievements, other 

competencies and skills, especially emotional or soft skills etc.). Through these 

meetings (maybe be more than one) the Vocational Profile (C1 and C2) tool 

will be produced which will be used as a cohesive personal biography of 

YOUTHShare beneficiary; find it attached to Appendix One.  

- Development of beneficiaries’ Europass profile and CV.  

Clarifications on time limits for meetings, both parties’ obligations, the techniques 

that may be used, boundaries in the relationship established, confidentiality, 

possibilities and expectations are included at this first stage and provide beneficiaries 

with a specific orientation framework.  

Thus, the two parties will be gradually constituting an informal contract between them 

through these meetings. 

In conclusion, the aims of this stage are to: 

 Establish of a mutual trust relationship between the KAM and NEET;  

 Provide beneficiaries with information about observance of confidentiality, as 

foreseen in the Code of Conduct for Coaching and Counselling;  

 Familiarise beneficiaries with the different sessions; 

https://elearning.youthshare-project.org/
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 Arouse beneficiaries’ interest and motivation so they actively participate in the 

project; 

 Identify beneficiaries’ expectations and specific obstacles that hinder 

beneficiaries from fulfilling them;  

 Confirm beneficiaries’ demographic, personal and professional data, skills and 

competencies with the use of C2 tool; and to 

 Develop EUROPASS profile for beneficiaries! 

In the end of the 1st stage, an open and sincere conversation between the KAM and 

the beneficiary must take place so that all the aforementioned issues will be finalised 

and the final selection for each beneficiary of the most compatible and desirable 

training programme available through the YOUTHShare project will be made. 

 

Deliverables by KAMs: 

a) Action Log with key meetings with the beneficiary;  

b) Vocational Profile of beneficiaries; and 

c) Europass profile developed online and CV documents for all beneficiaries; see 

screenshot in Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX Α: Deliverables by KAMs at the all stages of coaching/mentoring 

 

 

A1. Action Log Book 

Name  Meeting Date Location General Comments  Referrals  
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A2. Life Timeline 5  

This tool can be used to raise awareness of the candidate’s experiences. It is a great 

tool to use during the first session to build the relationship between the KAM and the 

candidate. The KAM asks the candidate to use (+) for positive experiences and (-) for 

negative experiences.  

 

Start  

 

Let the candidate elaborate on each experience and keep asking him/her open 

questions to understand his/her point of view, notice his/her reactions and help 

him/her to develop his/her reflection skills. 

Some questions that you may use:  

- How did this make you feel? 

- How did it help you become who you are today?  

- What was the most challenging part?  

- How did you overcome this situation?  

- Tell me more about this.... 

 

Another important part during this process is validation.  Mirror the candidate’s 

emotions and make his/her feel heard and understood. Provide the candidate with 

the space to remain silent from time to time, when appropriate. Use his/her language 

to express, and avoid sophisticated terms. Some relevant phrases are:  

- Considering .... it’ logical to feel ..(use the candidate’s words) 

- It’s understandable...  

 

 

Finally, avoid any face expression or any other personal expressions that show a sense 

of pity. The session is about the candidate, and his/her experiences should be 

validated, understood and be accepted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 Based upon the work of a Cypriot KAM. 

Now 
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A3 TOOL 1- Short Profile (C1) 

(Report from the KAM during 1st Counselling Session of YOUTHShare Engaged NEET) 

CODE NUMBER:  

NAME OF KEY ACCOYNT 
MANAGER (KAM): 

 

DATE:  

Brief description of the beneficiary's history (education  and working 
experience, including voluntary work and on the job training)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication Skil ls (abil ity to speak, write or l isten to others)  

 

 

 

 

Digital Skil ls (communicate digitally, create digital content,  be able 
to solve basic problems of ICT nature).  

 

 

 

Social and Emotional Skil ls (team work, t ime management, abil ity to 
cope with social and emotional situations, empathy, self -awareness)  

  

 

 

 

Organisational Skil ls  
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Job Expectations and barriers  

 

 

 

 

Overall  statement of the beneficiary’s interest in working in:  

Social Economy 
 

Resilient Local Sector   

ICT based economy   

Signed and dated 
 
Signed by the young person     Signed by the KAM:  
 
Signature: _________________________   ____________________
    
Date: ___/___/___ 
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A4 . TOOL 1. EXT.- VOCATIONAL PROFILE-C2 (Ext) 
Code Number:  

First Name:  

Family Name:  

Nationality:  

Α. PERSONAL SKILLS  

A1. Language Skills (i.e. Please, state your level to listen, speak, read and write in your 
language (if you are a migrant, in the language of your host country); and in the English 
language 6.  

 

(Host) Partner’s Country Language  

Listening  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Reading  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Writing  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Speaking  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

English 

Listening  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Reading  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Writing  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

Speaking  Beginner   ☐ Intermediate   ☐  Proficient ☐ 

 

A2. Digital Skills  

Information 
Processing  

Basic User7   ☐ Independent User   ☐  Proficient User ☐ 

Content 
Creation 

Basic User8   ☐ Independent User   ☐  Proficient User ☐ 

Communication Basic User9   ☐ Independent User   ☐  Proficient User ☐ 

 
6 Please, refer your ability to write, read, speak and listen in the language of the host country, if you are a refugee 
or migrant. All participants should evaluate their English Language skills.  
7 Based on the EUROPASS CV list of digital competences.  
The first competence relates to whether one can look up for information online, using a search engine 
and knows that all online information is not necessarily reliable. S/he can save or store files or content 
as a basic user. S/he can save or store files or content (e.g. text, pictures, music, videos, web pages) and 

retrieves them once saved or stored. 
8 A basic user of content creation can produce simple digital content (e.g. text, tables, images, audio 
files) in at least one format using digital tools. S/he can make basic editing to content produced by 
others and knows that content can be covered by copyright. S/he can apply and modify simple functions 
and settings of software and applications that s/he uses (e.g. change default settings). 
9 A basic user of digital communication, s/he can communicate with others using mobile phone, Voice 
over IP (e.g. Skype) e-mail or chat – using basic features (e.g. voice messaging, SMS, send and receive 
e-mails, text exchange). S/he uses digital technologies to interact with services (such asQ governments, 
banks, hospitals), and s/he is aware of social networking sites and online collaboration tools and 
understands that when using digital tools, certain communication rules apply (e.g. when sharing or 
commenting on personal information). 
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Problem Solving  Basic User10   ☐ Independent User   ☐  Proficient User ☐ 

 

A3. Communication Skills: Please, state how well you stand out for your written, verbal and 
non-verbal communication skills. 

Written Communication Skills (i.e. Your ability to express yourself informal 
business writing either in your native language or in English; e.g., emailing, 
business letters, reporting etc. 
 

Native Language  

Poor   ☐ Adequate    ☐   Proficient  ☐ 

Remarks:  

English Language  

Poor   ☐ Adequate    ☐   Proficient  ☐ 

Remarks:  

Oral Communication Skills (Your ability to speak with clarity and succinctness or 
speak in public, in phone communication and/or in skype meetings). 

Native Language  

Poor   ☐ Adequate    ☐   Proficient  ☐ 

Remarks:  

English Language  

Poor   ☐ Adequate    ☐   Proficient  ☐ 

Remarks:  

Non-Verbal Communication Skills (how well you understand/use your vocal tone; 
eye contact or body language at work place) 

Poor   ☐ Adequate    ☐   Proficient  ☐ 

Remarks:  
 

 

A4. Social and Emotional Skills: Please, state how good you are at: a) identifying your 
strengths and weaknesses; b) understanding others’ feelings; c) establishing interpersonal 
relations; and at d) managing stress and time. 

Please, state how good you are at identifying your strengths and weaknesses (Self-
Awareness). 

Please, state if you can recognize, understand, and appreciate the way others feel 
(Empathy). 

 
10 A basic user of problem-solving can find support and assistance when a technical problem occurs or 
when s/he uses a new device, program or application; s/he knows how to solve some routine 
problems (e.g. close program, restart the computer, reinstall/update a program, check the internet 
connection) and that digital tools can help solve problems. S/he is also aware of his/her limitations.  

Not at all   ☐   Poor ☐   Good  ☐  Very Good ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poor ☐     Good  ☐  Very   Good ☐ 
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Please, state if you can establish and maintain relationships that are characterised 
with the ability to “give and take” in team working (Interpersonal Relationships). 

Please, state if you can stay calm under pressure; manage emotions under stress; 
and able to remain composed when times get tough (Stress management). 

Please, state if you can handle problems or situations from a new perspective and 
come up with solutions no one has previously thought of (Creative Thinking). 

 

A5. Organisational Skills: Please, indicate how good you are at meeting goals, completing 
quality work on time, keeping track of all work documents and managing successful 
performances. 

Please, state if can handle correspondence, managing the process of receiving, 
responding, recording, exchanging and sending information through emails, phone 
calls, videoconferences, letters, memorandums, mobile platforms, etc.  

 
Please, state if you can prepare reports, documents and minutes. (in any language 
you speak) 

 
Please, state if you can manage database to keep track of projects, activities, 
expenses, personnel, customers, etc. 

 
Please, state how good you are at logging and processing bills or expenses (Budget 
management). 

 
Please, state if you can seek and gather voluntary financial contributions, undertake 
activities to engage with individuals, businesses, charitable institutions, or 
governmental agencies, regional/national/international programmes (Fundraising). 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poor ☐    Good  ☐  Very  Good ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐    Well  ☐  Very  Well  ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Good  ☐  Very Good ☐ 

Remarks:  
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Please, state if you can plan, implement, coordinate and monitor the work to 
achieve project goals, by adopting specific criteria and time schedule (Project 
Management). 

 
Please, state how good you are at organizing and planning how long time you spend 
on specific activities (Time management)  

 
Please, state if you can set a strategic work plan with operational details, identifying 
results, qualitative/quantitative indicators and risks (Work Planning). 

 

B. EDUCATION & TRAINING BACKGROUND 

 
Educational History  

From/To 
(mm/yy) 
 

School/College/University 
 

Country Qualification/Certificates 
 

Grades 
 

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
Training History  

From/To 
(mm/yy) 
 

Training 
Provider 

Course (Title 
of training 
course) 

Country Total 
training 
hours  

Certificates 
(please, state the 
validation 
authority, if any) 

 
 

     

 
 

     

 
 

     

 

C. Work Experience (including traineeship or apprenticeship) 

 

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Good  ☐  Very Good ☐ 

Remarks:  

Not at all   ☐   Poorly ☐   Well  ☐  Very Well ☐ 

Remarks:  
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List of Working experience (List any job experience) 

Date 
(yy –total time 
of employment) 

Employer’s 
name and 
contact details 
(phone, 
webpage) 

Job Title Main Duties Reason for 
Leaving (i.e. end 
of contract) 
 
 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
Voluntary Work  

Date 
(mm/yy) 
 

Organization’s 
name  

Volunteer Role  Main Duties Reason for 
Leaving the 
volunteer work 
 

     

     

     

 

D. Job Expectations and barriers: Please, state what you expect of any future work! Please, 
be honest and specific to your answers! 

 
D1. Please state your preferred or expected working conditions:  

Do you prefer to work as self-employed or employed? ____________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work full-time or part-time? ___________________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work during day time or evening? _______________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work on weekdays or not? _____________________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work with shifts? _____________________________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work in flexible or strict scheduled hours? _______________________  
 
Do you prefer to work with temporary contracts? ________________________________ 
 
Do you prefer to work in online environments? ___________________________________ 
 
Other Remarks: 
 

D2. Please, state your preference to your working environment. You can also list them in 
a hierarchical order (from 1 up to 6). Your preferred or expected working environment 
takes the value 1, while 6 is the least preferable one: 
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Do you prefer to work indoors or outdoors? __________________________________ ☐ 

Do you prefer to work in multicultural workplace? _____________________________☐ 

Do you prefer to work in a small or a large company? ________________________ __ ☐ 

Do you prefer to work in NGOs with societal impact? _________________________ _☐ 

Do you prefer to work in social/solidarity enterprise? _________________________ ☐ 

Do you prefer to work in a cooperative? ______________________________________ ☐ 

Do you prefer teleworking (working from your home)?________________________ _☐ 
Other Remarks: 
 

 
D3. Please, state what your dream job position is; i.e. travel agent; clerk; customer service, 
etc. You can also list them in a hierarchical order (from 1 up to 7). Your preferred or expected 
job post takes the value 1, and 7 is the least preferable one: 

Farmer Worker ☐ 
Builder/ Construction worker/Plumber ☐ 
Recycling Worker, Eco-energy worker/environment worker ☐ 
Wholesale of goods (WHOLESALER?) ☐ 

Retail salesman/saleswoman (RETAILER?) ☐ 
Receptionist; hostesses, Night Auditor, Barkeeper, Event Organiser ☐ 
Culinary Services (chefs, bartenders, pattisier, chef de partie, cooks e.c.t) ☐ 
Travel/Tourism Services i.e., travel agents, tour guides, lifeguards, reservation 
agents, cruise staff etc. 

☐ 

Taxi Drivers, travel agents, Boat Drivers ☐ 
Real estate agents, Airbnb managers, Rent Bikes, Cars, Renting estates; rental of 
sporting goods 

☐ 

Clerical and Secretarial Work ☐ 
Web Designer ☐ 
Customer Services ☐ 
Marketing ☐ 
Data Entry Clerk 
Social Worker             

☐ 

Art manager, cultural events organizer, sports managers; amateur; marina 
worker; day camps workers and entertainers  

☐ 

Other ________________________________________ ☐ 
 
D4. Please describe what the main obstacles/barriers you face when searching for a job. You 
can also list them in a hierarchical order (from 1 up to 5). The main obstacle takes the value 
1 (one), while the less important takes the value 5 (five): 

a. Family burdens                                                            ☐ 

b. Language barriers                                                        ☐ 

c. No working experience                                         ☐ 

d. Mismatch of acquired skills with the ones needed      ☐ 

e. Low wages offered                                                      ☐ 

f. Cultural differences and intolerance                            ☐ 

g. Other: Please, specify__________________               ☐ 
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D5. Please, describe how are you currently looking for a job? 

a. Reading the classifieds in Newspapers    ☐ 

b. Using job search websites                      ☐ 

c. Registering to a private employment agency ☐ 

d. Contacting and registering to Public Employment Office ☐ 

e. Appealling to friends/relatives/teachers to give you an in to a job position ☐ 

f. Other ______________________________________☐ 
 

      
 
D6. Please tell us why do you want a job? For example, one reason could be to earn money, 
other to meet new people, to learn new things or because you would enjoy it, etc. 

 

 
 

E. Please, state any hobby, social skills and competencies you may have (e.g. artistic skills, 
drive license, teaching skills, gardening, etc.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Signed and dated 

 

Signed by the young person      
Signature: …………………………………                                                   

Date: ___/___/___ 
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A5. Creation of a Europass profile and Europass CV for YOUTHShare beneficiaries  

The KAM should assist young 

people to develop, if they wish, 

their Europass Profile and 

Europass CV and explain how the 

europass platform can help them 

with their career or learning 

development path.   

 

KAMs should be familiarised with the europass platform, and explain the usefulness of 

EUROPASS digital profile to young people registered to YOUTHShare activities. The former 

help the latter to register in the europass profile and create their own! KAMs should also 

help beneficiaries add, edit and delete information!  

 

https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/screen/profile-wizard?lang=en 

Finally, KAMs should explain how young women and migrants can find relevant information 

about available courses or jobs across Europe.  

 

Source: https://europa.eu/europass/en 

  

https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/screen/profile-wizard?lang=en
https://europa.eu/europass/en
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4.4. 2nd cycle of coaching: Career Management Approach and Job 

matching  

 

4.4.1 Aims and concepts of the 2nd cycle  

 

The 2nd cycle of coaching refers to a case by case career management approach 

through an individualized support and emotional empowerment of all participating 

beneficiaries!  

This cycle should refer to the organisation of different sessions of coaching and 

counselling aiming:  a) to help individuals to identify their existing skills, develop career 

learning goals and take action to enhance their careers and progress through life 

(career management skills); and to b) match  SMEs’ needs with trained selected 

beneficiaries by providing human resources activities for employers.   

During this cycle, the KAM works wearing different hats, such as: career coach to the 

youth, or as a “knowledge broker” or HR Manager to firms, and should take the 

following actions:   

 As a career coach, during one or more personal sessions before or even 

during training activities, the KAM should elaborate:  

h.  A personal SWOT Analysis (formatted document template) per each 

beneficiary; and 

i. An agreed Individual Action Plan (formatted document template) 

signed by both parties, with actual planning of the beneficiary’s next 

steps towards employability or entrepreneurship.  

 

 As a trainer and job coach, the Kam should elaborate in a group session: 

j. A Training seminar with the NEETs about job interview techniques  

k. Organisation of a job fair activity.  

 As a HR manager or a knowledge broker of firms should elaborate a client 

person approach to employers: 

l. Organising sessions with employers to Match their needs with work 

expectations of YOUTHShare beneficiaries;  

m. Mentoring SMEs and NEETs so they sign up agreements for on the 

«job placement of a trainee»; and 

n. Acting as a liaison officer during on the «job training cycle» for both 

employers and job seekers. 
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4.4.2 When the KAM acts as a Career Coach   

 

As a career coach, during one or more personal sessions before or even during training 

activities, the KAM should elaborate:  

A) A personal SWOT Analysis (formatted document template) per each 

beneficiary; and  

b) An agreed Individual Action Plan (formatted document template) 

signed by both parties, with actual planning of the beneficiary’s next 

steps towards employability or entrepreneurship.  

The purpose of these session is to strengthen each individual’s self-image and his /her 

ability to handle himself/herself independently so to take initiatives that will improve 

his/her quality of life. The beneficiary’s self-exploration is done with different tools, 

aiming, first, to reveal his/her key competences, raise and strengthen each 

beneficiary’s self-awareness of key characteristics, especially those related to soft 

skills, and, second, to plan his/her activities to deal with reality and/or to find a job 

that s/he really likes. 

 It is a structured process about our beneficiary’s awareness of personal goals, values, 

interests, expectations and motivations as well as strengths and weaknesses. This 

awareness practices are about awareness of career identity, self-awareness of skills 

and reflection on career competencies; see more in Römgens, In. et al., 2019.   

While there are not any limitations for the tools KAMs could employ to help NEETs in 

their locality with their career planning, in terms of harmonisation and evaluation of 

the results, during this stage of career coaching, all KAMs should deliver a) a personal 

swot analysis for their beneficiaries11 and b) an agreed individual action plan.  

 

A Personal SWOT ANALYSIS (tool 2; see the formatted proposed template in Annex 

B below) is a great tool to use for career decision making as well as to identify the 

young person’s position in the Labour Market. It can be used in the counselling session 

or in a group training so that the person can get a sense of self-awareness.  Before 

urging NEETs to construct their own personal SWOT analysis, you should elaborate a 

bit about it. Do not expect young people be familiar with the SWOT analysis. They are 

usually unfamiliar with it. So, explain a bit what SWOT stands for and how it can help 

them plan their career or prepare themselves for interviews.  You should elaborate a 

bit on the following questions: 

 
11 https://www.livecareer.com/resources/careers/planning/swot-analysis 
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 What are your strengths and weaknesses as a person? 

 How can you capitalise 

on your strengths and 

overcome your 

weaknesses?  

 What are the external 

opportunities and 

threats in your chosen 

career field or in the 

local labour market (i.e. is the pandemic crisis a hot topic there)?   

 

At a later stage, KAMs should share with their beneficiaries the "Individual Action 

Plan" template, discuss its structure and how to construct it (Tool 3; see a template 

in Annex B, below) and agreed upon it.  

The Individual Action Plan (IAP) is a tool whose usefulness in activation strategies is 

well recognized either by different EU countries or by European Commission and 

OECD (Tubb, H., 2012; OECD, 2007, EC, 2012). It must follow before or even during 

training stage, when an individual session with job seeker either face to face or an 

online meeting are organised by KAMs.  

The KAM shares the template document with the job seeker, reminds him/her 

competences revealed by previous coaching sessions and meetings and explains why 

it is important to plan ahead the steps s/he should take to enter into the  labour 

market or find training opportunities or upskill his/her competences.  

Usually, the individual action plan takes places through different stages! The first is 

related to the personal SWOT analysis, as described in earlier sub-sections. The KAM 

should analyse it and relate it to key opportunities and threats of local labour market. 

The second stage involves setting new and clearly definable goals for jobseekers which 

are measurable.  

Setting SMART goals is not so straightforward, and KAMs should help their 

beneficiaries learn how to do so. There is a guided template in Annex B to facilitate 

the KAMs’ work!  

At a later stage, the young beneficiary sets out his/her personal objectives. These can 

also be set in context within the KAM’s help but, eventually, the beneficiary will decide 

by himself/herself! 

In conclusion, the aims of this stage are to: 

- Identify beneficiaries’ personal goals, values, interests as well as strengths and 

weaknesses. It aims to increase our beneficiaries’ lifelong learning and 

flexibility to adapt successfully to changing situations; and to  

Tips for Individual Action Planning (IAP)  

a) Organise individual face to face sessions with job 
seekers that are more effective for individual action 
planning than group work (Tubb, H.,2012); 
b) Be supportive but let the young people decide; and 
c) Use online sessions if the NEETs wish so, but do not 
organize them in group settings.  
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- Develop a concrete individual action plan for the beneficiary either for 

upskilling and/or employability and reflexivity at later stage.   

Deliverables by the KAM: 

a) Personal SWOT Analysis per beneficiary; and  

b) Individual Action Plan per beneficiary.  

(Templates available at Appendix B).  
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 Annex B: Deliverables by the KAM 

B1. Tool 2 - Personal SWOT ANALYSIS (template) 
 

CODE NUMBER:  

NAME OF KEY ACCOYNT 
MANAGER (KAM): 

 

DATE:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credits: 
https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/infographic" 

 

We can divide the tool in two parts:  

1. Inner Perspective and (S-W) 

2. Outer Perspective of the candidate. (O-T) 

The KAM should note the importance of recognising our position in every situation in order 
to design a solid career plan.   

OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Questions to ask:  

- In which field do you see 
yourself thrive? 

- Who would be benefited from 
your talents? For example, if 
you are good at handcrafts, you 
may create amazing cups.  

- Which industries are doing well 
in the market at the moment?  

- How can you use your academic 
qualifications or professional 
skills? 

THREATS  
 
Questions to ask:  

- What external barriers do you see?  
- What do you think is out of your control?  
- What social, economic, environmental, political 

changes currently exist that prevent you from 
fulfilling your goals? 

 
Here, we stress out the importance of raising awareness 
as of what is happening around us without getting 
emotionally attached. We can achieve this by viewing 
the problem from an observer’s point of view.  

https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/infographic
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- What are the current labour 
market tendencies?  

- Consider any social, economic, 
environmental, economic 
factors that may turn into 
opportunities. For example, an 
economic crisis may lead to the 
innovation of new types of 
businesses that are more 
resilient e.g. Uber or Airbnb. 
People can make extra money 
by providing cheaper options to 
the rest of their community.  

Here, there is a good opportunity for 
the KAM to support the candidate by 
cultivating a mindset that everything 
can turn into opportunities. 
Furthermore, it is a good framework to 
explain more about what sustainable 
economies include.  
 

STRENGTHS 
 
Questions to ask:  

- What do you consider as a 
strength?  

- What do other people in your 
environment see in you? During 
this question you can urge the 
candidate to ask his/her friends 
or family.  

- What do you find unique about 
you?  

- Considering your path in life, 
what skills have you developed? 
(The KAM can help the 
candidate to become aware of 
his/her life skills, such us: 
compassion, understanding, 
resilience, teamwork etc.)  

- Raise the candidate’s awareness 
of technology skills, such as: 
social media, Facebook etc.  

- Ask him/her about his/her 
values, such as: loyalty, personal 
development etc.  

- What are your talents? 

 
THINGS THAT I CAN DEVELOP (my weaknesses)  
 
 
Questions to ask:  

- What skills can you develop in order to be more 
competitive for your goal? 

- How can you improve your motivation?  
- What changes do you need to consider in order 

to fulfil your goal? 
- What is holding you back from fulfilling your 

goal?  
 

 
 
 

 
Signed and dated 
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Signed by the young person      
Signature: …………………………………                                                  Date: ___/___/___  
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B2. Tool 3- Individual’s Action Plan Template (template) 
 

CODE NUMBER:  

NAME OF KEY ACCOYNT 
MANAGER (KAM): 

 

DATE:  

a. Write down what your next career steps are; i.e. opening a business, going back to 
school/training/search for a job in tourism… 

 
 

 

b. Write down your SMART Goals set related with your next career steps: 

c. Decide on what you are actually planning to do the next six months (step by step) in 
order to achieve your goals, you described earlier:  
 

 
 
 

d. What are some barriers that I may face during this journey, and what am I willing to 
do to overcome them? 

Barriers Possible Solutions 

  

  

  

e. What are my feelings when I may face barriers during this journey, and how am I am 
going to handle them? 

Positive Emotions Impact on my goal  

  

Α/Α What is my 
goal? 

How will I 
know that I 
have 
succeeded?  

How 
achievable 
is this 
goal? (1-
10) 

Is it 
realistic? 

When will I 
have 
completed it? 

Who 
can 
support 
me? 

1. Become a 
certified 
permaculture 
teacher  

I will have got 
a certificate   

7 Yes 03/06/2021 Liza 
from 
my 
local 
Youth 
Centre  

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

6.       
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Negative Emotions Impact on my goal 

  

  

  

  f. Who is my accountability buddy? 
 

 

 

g. Where do you want to be in two years from now?  
 

 

 

 

 

Signed and dated 

 

Signed by the young person  
     
Signature: …………………………………                                                   

Date: ___/___/___ 
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4.4.3 When the KAM acts as a Trainer and Job Coach   

 

As a trainer and job coach, the KAM should elaborate the following activities during 

training of NEETs:  

a) Organising face to face or online seminar (s) with the NEETs about job 

interview techniques and social skills of today’s labour market; and 

b)  Organising a job fair like activity so that the needs of companies relating 

to sharing and social economy can be understood. 

The KAM must organise an online or face to face training activity about job search 

techniques, social skills and provide his/her beneficiaries with tips about searching for 

a job. S/He actually always inform all his/her beneficiaries about the available 

resources on job search or training activities. The KAM should guide beneficiaries on 

job search, through official information channels or not.  

Finally, the KAM should explain that one of the most common errors that job seekers 

make is that they are not really prepared for a job interview. Therefore, the KAM 

should help his/her beneficiaries combat interview blunders and anxiety by setting up 

a mock interview after a preliminary seminar about interview questions, mannerisms 

and body language.  

 

Having done so, the KAM could organize a job-fair, activity with a selected number of 

social enterprises or SMEs in resilient MED EEA area sectors. This event could be an 

online (Virtual career Fair) or a face to face fair with potential employers and job 

seekers, where ideas will be 

exchanged, résumés will be filled 

out and questions will be asked 

in an effort (for beneficiaries) to 

get a good feel on the work 

needed. 

The only way to find out if your 

workshop was a success is to 

have an effective follow-up plan. 

Create a questionnaire to give to all participants in the end of the event, and give them 

plenty of opportunities to share their opinions on how well it went.   

It is also important to have a plan to communicate the decisions that were reached 

during the workshop. Will you send out an email to everyone with the details? Will 

you put it on your organisation’s intranet? People need to know that their hard work 

If you consider a Virtual Career Fair you may be able to: 

a) Secure a higher visitor attendance; 

b) Have access to virtual information prior to the event; 

c) Reduce the cost of organisation; and 

d) Enable the participation of transnational employers 

and job-seekers.  

Find more about: https://www.vfairs.com/why-choose-a-

virtual-career-fair-benefits-trends/ 

https://www.vfairs.com/why-choose-a-virtual-career-fair-benefits-trends/
https://www.vfairs.com/why-choose-a-virtual-career-fair-benefits-trends/
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has actually resulted in a decision or action, so keep them informed about what has 

been happening after the workshop has ended. 

 

In conclusion, the aims of this stage are to: 

- Train YOUTHShare beneficiaries to job search techniques and prepare them for 

interviews; and to 

- Organise the first interactions through a job-fair like activity with potential 

employers in resilient sectors of MED EEA Area.    

Deliverables by the KAM: 

a) A list of participants and Photos from the seminars; and 

b) A list of participants in Job-fair activity and Photos.  
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Annex C: Deliverables by the KAM 

 

C1. A list of participants in workshops (template) 

Name Age  Sex 

Contact 

Details 

Seminar title  

(social skills, 

interview 

techniques)  

Mock Interview 

(y/n) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

C2. Photos 
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C3. A list of participants in Job Fair like Activity (template)  

 C3.1. For employers  

Name Affiliation 
Contact 

Details 

Country  Specialisation  
Job posts  

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

C3.1. For Job-Seekers   

Name 
Contact 

Details 

Country  
Education  

CV 

attached 

Interested in 

the post: 
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4.4.4. When The KAM acts as a Human Resources Manager and Knowledge-broker  

 

The KAM acts as Human Recourse Manager and Knowledge-broker or Mentor to firms 

of resilient sector in MED EEA area, s/he should elaborate the following activities 

during the whole time of his/her tenure:  

A. Organising different formal sessions or informal meetings with 

employers to match their needs with work expectations of 

YOUTHShare job-seekers; 

B. Mentoring SMEs and NEETs so to sign up agreements on the «job 

placement of a trainee»; and 

C. Acting as a liaison officer during on the «job training cycle» for both 

employers and job seekers.  

In particular, all KAMs should undertake the following: 

a) Networking and communicating weekly with the interested potential employers 

that have been filled in the form of expression of interest in YOUTHShare activities.   

b) Organising a number of formal/informal meetings with potential employers to 

identify what they actually look for from a potential candidate. By mapping out their 

needs and revealing their preferences, the KAM will be able to match successfully the 

job-seeker’s profile with an ideal job position. To do so, the KAM must be able to: 

▪ Talk to the language of the employer; and 

▪ Dedicate time and be prepared to communicate either in one 

meeting with a key person or do a formal presentation to a 

group of interested people in a company (EUSE, 2010).  

Through this communication, the KAM should have a list of job offers either for 

actually paid work or, at least, for on the job training placement; see tool 5-template 

for job offer by employer.  

c) Elaborating tasks on the matching process. There are some key principles for that: 

analyse data successfully, and prioritise, first, the employer’s desire, then the 

beneficiary’s wish and, finally, take into account several other parameters, such as: 

geographical proximity of the business and the beneficiary.  

d)  After having got a potential list of job offers matching with potential beneficiaries, 

the KAM communicates with the beneficiaries and organises a group meeting to 

discuss with them how to proceed with the job interviews and finalise the matching. 

The participants in group sessions may be more than ten, the session lasts at least 90 

minutes. During this group session, the KAM could inform the beneficiaries about the 
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internship process, interviewing techniques, the jobs available and the relevant 

agreements to be signed; and 

e) The KAM will be responsible to finalise the agreement of the job placement and 

follow-up the beneficiary during the whole period of on the job training.  

In conclusion, the aims of this stage are to: 

- Finalise a number of offers of job placement by the interested potential 

employers; 

-  Sign agreements of on the job training or work placements for the purposes 

of YOUTHShare activities; and 

- Assist employers to their recruiting process.  

Deliverables by the KAM: 

a) Action Log Book with meetings with potential employers;  

b) Signed Offers for Job Placement; and  

C) Agreements for on the job training.  
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A1. Action Log Book -Potential Employers  

Company  Responsible Person Meeting Date Location Job offer  Job analysis of the 

job offer 
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Tool -5: Template for the Offer of a Job Placement  

Company name:  

Region:                            City- Municipality:  

Address: 

Phone:                             Email:  

Sector NACE Code:  

Number of employees in the company: 

Desired Profile of Intern(s) Number of posts available  

  

  

  

  

  

Number of jobs (Internships) offered: 

 

 

Description of Job (Internship):   

Job Overview:  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Training Fields: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 

Supervisor Contact Person: 

Full Name:            

Job Position: 

Phone Number: 

Email Address:   
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4.5. 3rd cycle of coaching: Follow up the process of on the job training and post-

monitoring   

 

A set of actions the KAM should carry out when the beneficiary has finished his/her contractual 

tenure for on the job training if s/he has participated to it, or when one finishes the YOUTHShare 

training activities. These actions are to: 

a) Update their CVs;  

b) Update their Individual Action Plan with new professional and educational goals; and  

c) Prepare portfolio for key job interviews. 

The KAM should organise an individualised session with all beneficiaries that have attended the 

training, the on the job training and the mobility activities of YOUTHShare. During this session, 

the KAM will discuss with beneficiaries about their action plan and how this plan can be updated, 

while providing them with new information about job opportunities. At the same time, 

beneficiaries will be asked to evaluate their experience.  

This is a follow-up questionnaire that records information about the status of the beneficiary 

after the end of the programme. There are different scenarios for the beneficiary's situation: a) 

an employee in the job offered by YOUTHShare internship programme; b) an employee in a 

different job; c) s/he is still looking for a new job; d) s/he is back to school or training; and e) s/he 

is still disengaged of the labour market.  

The KAM should conduct these sessions for two months, after the apprenticeship project has 

been completed, by involving all beneficiaries of the YOUTHShare project.  

During the same session, the KAM will ask the participants to fill in an anonymous questionnaire 

for evaluating the whole coaching experience.  

The aims of this stage are to: 

- Identify and treat beneficiaries’ existing barriers by providing then with one more 

counselling session;  

- Help beneficiaries manage new situations and problems they may face;  

- Provide a feedback of the work done by the KAM; and  

- Evaluate the KAM’s work nationally and transnationally.  

Deliverables by the KAM: 

a) A Post-Monitoring Questionnaire; and 

b) A Questionnaire so that the coaching experience can be evaluated. 
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APPENDIX Α: Deliverables by the KAM at the 3rd stage 

 

 Template of the Post-Monitoring Questionnaire 

CODE NUMBER:  

NAME OF KEY ACCOYNT 
MANAGER (KAM): 

 

DATE:  

 

Signed and dated 

Signed by the young person 
      
Signature: …………………………………                                                  Date: ___/___/___  

Please, state the additional knowledge acquired from YOUTHShare Training 

Activities  

 

 

 

Please, state the knowledge acquired from YOUTHShare Coaching Activities  

 

 

Curriculum Vitae Update (Please, state how you upgraded your CV during 

this period; i .e. on training field, work experience, skil ls acquired.)  

 

 

 

Additional / specialised knowledge needed for  your EUROPASS  Profile  
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Questionnaire to evaluated the coaching sessions delivered by the KAM 
1. When you think about your coaching sessions, please, rate the following criteria (1 less agree to 5 totally agree 

with) 

 Criteria  1  2  3  4  5  

I feel heard, 

understood and 

respected  

     

I am able to work on or 

talk about what I need 

to talk about  

     

I have been able to 

identify some 

unexpected areas of 

learning  

     

I have felt supported to 

critically reflect on my 

practice  

     

The Coach's approach 

has been a good fit for 

me  

     

The coaching sessions 

have met my needs  
     

The coaching sessions 

were in total quite 

valuable 

     

The coaching sessions 

meet my expectations 
     

2. Thinking about the process of attending the coaching session, write down what you found more appealing to 

your needs.  

 

3. Thinking about the process of attending the coaching session, write down what you did not like at all and why.  

 

4. Please, evaluate your overall experience with YOUTHShare activities (1 not good at all up to 5 an excellent 

experience) 
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